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4 Keynes n the
Rate

4.T INTRODUCTION

1. This chapter deals Keynes's writ ings on the interest rate. It
of his thought during the period from the
on Money to that of the General Theory.
a remarkable change in Keynes's attitude

examines the de
publication of the Treati
This was a period that

ical or marginalist theory of money
of value, distribution and the level of

output. He developed a i t ical attitude towards this theory and tried

Interest

towards the traditional
and its links with the t

to reverse the traditional
variables, so as to

sal relation between monetary and real
a theoretical analysis where monetary

factors affect both the of output and the distribution of income
through the determinati of interest rates. A study of this period is,
therefore. extremelv u in order to derive the analvtical condi-
tions allowing the establi of a view which tries to reverse the
causal links between the of interest and proñts.

2. In his attempts to bfish a monetary determination of the
interest rate, in to the dominant marginalist theory,
Keynes took three steps, correspond to the conditions allowing
the theoretical of his view. First, he abandoned the
concept of the 'natural te of interest', constituting a guidance for
the monetary policy. ndly, he criticised the theory determining
this rate. independentlof any consideration for monetary influ-
ences. Thirdly, he
est rate.

an alternative monetary theory of inter-

Although he explici recognised its importance and made several
attempts in this direc , Keynes failed to put on solid ground the

st theory of value and distribution. Thiscritique of the
failure weakened his i t ion. It made more problematic the aban-
donment of the traditi view, which implies such a concept as that
of 'natural interest rate serving as a guidance for monetary policy,
and allowed the of the so-called 'neoclassical synthesis' in
subsequent years.

On the other hand. Keynes did not put enough stress in rhe

t02



Keynes on the Rate

General Theory on the analysis of factors determining the 'aver-
age' or, as he called it, 'durable' inte rate (Keynes.1973a, p. 203).
This, in spite of the fact that he i to apply his alternative
monetary determination to both market and the average interest
rate. In Kevnes's theorv of in rates, the analysis of liquidity
preference plays a relevant role. ver. it does not determine the

the market mechanism which
makes this rate assert itself. factors. that can be of an econ-
omic, institutional or conventional ture, affect this rate in different

on these factors in the General
difficult the interpretation of

Keynes's work which contrasts
most accepted ones. It differs,

103

average interest rate. It only descri

historical periods. The lack of
Theory contributed to make
his works. None the less, in spi of these elements of weakness.
Keynes's writings in the period bet the publication of the Treat-
¿s¿ and the General Theorv do useful elements to support and

the average interest rate whichdevelop a monetary determination
is independent of the rate of

3. Although the object of this c r is to establish some analvtical
points, an assessment on the state debate on the interpretations of

revealed as a by-product of theKeynes's monetary thought will
investigation. Reference will be inly to those works which are
considered the most 'notable' by
research.r The amount of literat

nq economists in this area of

during the period chosen ls ex
dealing with Keynes's writings
large, and it is unnecessary for

the purposes of this study to ref to all of it.
The evidence presented here support an interpretation of

th what can be considered as the
of all, from the interpretation

related to the so-called ical synthesis', coming from the
works of Hicks (1937 and 1946), igliani (1944 and 1963), Klein
(1968) and Patinkin (1965). Pati in, in particular, has provided in
recent years the basis for that the 'neoclassical svnthesis' is
perfectly in line with Keynes's vi and intentions. In his books on
the development of Keynes's thoughts (Patinkin, 1976 and
1982), this author has argued
dynamic analysis of the cyclical

t while the Treatise Dresents a
uations of the price level and of

the consequent influences of fluctuations on those of the level
of activity, the General Theory nts a comparative static analysis
dealing with a position of 'equili
However, the term 'equilibrium

ium' at less than full employment.

Patinkin, to mean 'short-peri
was used by Keynes, according to
' equilibrium, that is, a position
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where market forces have
(Patinkin, 1976, pp. 11f19).

yet worked out their effect fully

present, according to Patinki
y me ans of this concept, Keynes could
a comparative static analysis to inves-

tigate 'the dynamic situation
ment disequil ibrium' (ibid.,

an economy in a state of unemploy-
.  118-le).

As to the theory of the i rest rate, Patinkin claims that Kevnes's
main contribution was the ysis of liquidity preference. The essen-
tial points of this analysis a according to Patinkin, already to be
found in the Treatise and ted again with few improvementr
in the General Theory. ver, in the latter work, Patinkin says,
Keynes tried to oppose his of the interest rate to that of the
traditional marginal theory
tinkin. involves some errors
equilibrium approach (ibi
Keynes' real intentions. It
wanted to be regarded as t
see also p. 1a0).

held only 'as a test of faith for all who,
converts to his own theory (ibid., p. 99;

This interpretation appea
Winch (1969), for instance
the General Theory posed a
short-term variations of the
1969, p. 167).

to be present in other'notable'works.
shares Patinkin's view in claiming that

problem. i.e. the explanation of the
vel of income and employment (Winch,

The two authors also on the interpretation of Keynes's
analysis of the interest
the traditional theory

This position which, according to Pa-
since it does not apply a proper general
, p. 1a0) does not, however, reflect

Winch claims that Keynes's critique of
presented only for 'strategic reasons'

(ibid., p. 177\. He wanted
dramatising the difference
one. Yet, no real intention

attract more attention to his views by
n his position and the traditional

crit icise the dominant theory, accord-
ing to Winch ( ib id.) ,  can abscribed to Keynes.

Another well-establi interpretation of Keynes's work argues
to deny the existence of any tendencythat his main objective

towards positions of equili ium in the economic system. The most
'notable' contribution here considered to be that ofShackle (1967\.
According to Shackle, bot the Treatise and the General Theorv deal
with fluctuations of the , that is with disequilibrium situ-
ations. On this basis fe praises the Treatise more than the
General Theorv. for utili a dynamic analysis of disequilibrium,
rather than a comparati ic approach. The Ceneral Theory.
however, has the merit introducing a new important analytical

rlier'. Besides. it stresses more than theelement. such as the'mu
Treatise the role of uncert inty in causing fluctuations of investment
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(Shackle, \967,pp.172-3 and 184),
liquidity preference in such a way as
rate (Shackle,1967, p. 188).

it re-presents the analysis of
turn it into a theorv of interest

The interpretation of the deve nt of Keynes's thoughts here
proposed puts the emphasis i on the change in his attitude

ition when dealing with monet-towards the dominant marginalist tr
ary problems and their relation to t theory of value, distribution

and in the General Theorv.and the level of output, in the
While in the Treatke Keynes was moving within this tradition,

it. Keynes's intention in thethe General Theory aimed at cri
latter work was to develop a new in which monetary factors
were relevant to the determinati of the 'equilibrium' level of
output (which is not necessarily full ployment) on the one hand,
and to the 'equilibrium' levels of di ibutive variables and prices on
the other. So, unlike the econom of the dominant tradition.
Keynes did not want to limit the
fluctuations of the economy. He

of monetary factors to the

ence of these factors as rieidities in
mechanism.

smooth working of the market

105

Contrary to what Patinkin and
will be argued that Keynes did

(1964), Lambert (1963 and 19ó9)
those of Garegnani (1978) and (l

not want to consider the influ-

claimed, in what follows it
to crit icise the marginalist

theory of interest rate and to an alternative monetary deter-
mination of its average value over periods. Yet, it wil l be argued
that Keynes partially failed in his a
for accomplishing this task.

mpt, although he laid the basis

Although it contrasts with the widely accepted interpretations
of Keynes's thought, the one here is not to be seen as new.
It has many similarit ies with the i ions presented in other
'notable' works. such as those of H (1951),  E.  A. G. Robinson

and with recent works such as

)  and Milgate (1982).  In the
course of exposition these similariti as well as the main differences
from the interpretations present
discussed and clariñed.

in these other works. wil l be

4. The work develops as follows. I the first place, the analysis of the
Treatise on Monev will be in order to clarify the way in

the theory of money and ofwhich Keynes, in those days,
interest rates to that of value, dist
will be argued that the Treatise

t ion and the level of output. It
within the marginalist tra-

dition, and that the essential nts of the analysis of liquidity
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preferenc€ are already
indeed, the analysis of the
even more detailed than t
siderations are at the base
rate and of its fluctuations.
ations do not imply any
which clearly manifests i
the'natural' interest rate.
the determination of the
policy. This policy has to
rigidities in the smooth
economy to a full
monetary factors do not
pletely determined by real
that Keynes, just before
towards a new position
eral Theory. He allowed
ority when deciding their
questioning, in those
factors were still conside
mechanisms. These rieidi
last for longer periods.
will be argued, was only
internal consistency of the

It was only a couple of
views, started to question
with the marginalist tradit
position, where monetary
the equilibrium values of
rigidities in the working
Section 4.3.

The crucial break. it
introduction of the conce
the subsequent years this
oped dealing with the det
critique of the traditional

Section 4.3 has a cen
tries to derive from the
cal conditions allowing a
interest rate. It shows,
main object of his work

InterestlProfit in of ValuelDistribution

in this book. In the Treatise.
y market and of liquidity elements is

t in the General Theory. Liquidity con-
the determination of the market interest

r, the existence of these consider-
from the marginalist tradition,

in the use and in the determination of
monetarv considerations are allowed in
r rate. which sets a limit to monetarv

to it, in order to avoid causing
ng of market mechanisms, leading the

equilibrium. So in equilibrium,
any role and the interest rate is com-

. In Section 4.2, it will be argued
ing the Treatke, started to move

was eventually developed in the Gen-
independence to the monetary auth-

ies. This, however, did not imply any
of the marginalist tradition. Monetary

as rigidities in the working of the market
. however, were now regarded as able to
result of this change in Keynes's view, it
at of reducing the integration and the

rs later that Keynes, developing his new
he analysis of the Treatise and its links

. The emergence of a new theoretical
play a relevant role in determining

he economy and are not considered as
the market mechanisms, is described in

I be shown. occurred in 1932 with the
of a 'monetary theory of production'. In

theoretical position was further devel-
ination of the interest rate and with the

role in the present investigation, since it
t of Keynes's thought the analyti-

monetary determination of the average
begin with, Keynes's awareness that the
not a 'discussion concerning fluctuations
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of employment, of which there have
fundamental theory underlying it'

Then, it clarifies the three analytical
based his attempt to establish an a
rate of interest. First. he tried to
interest rate. Secondly, he proposed a
interest rate, both of its dailv and of i
characteristics of this determination.
base the theory of the rate of interest,
analysis of liquidity preference, will be
criticise the internal consistencv of the
est rate, explicitly giving great i
it will be argued that Keynes failed
ground, since he failed to abandon
theorv. such as the analvsis of
tance of this analysis (which is
chapter) undermined his position i
habitation of the marginalist theory

4.2 THE TREATISE ON MONEY
MARGINALIST TRADITION

1. This investigation in Keynes's wri
Money. It attempts to establish
monetarv and real variables are still
traditional marginalist approach.
analysis of investment and of liquidi
General Theory, were already i
were integrated within the margi
vation of economic events led Ke
on the relation between monetarv
ability of monetary policy to rapidly
for the equilibrium of the economy.
the Treatise before its publication,
integration with the traditional m
Yet, it did not lead him to
he was presenting in the Treatise.
publication of this book.

Tlte Treatise was Kevnes's most
view of traditional scholarship (

Keynes on the Rate ro7

many.. . ,but . . . the
1973a, pp. 4-5).

upon which Keynes
monetary theory of the

the concept of a 'natural'
determination of the

'durable' level. The specific
puts on a 'conventional'

the role played in it by the
. Finallv. he tried to

ninant theory of the inter-
to this critique. However,
put this critique on solid
elements of the traditional

and investment. The accep-
in Appendix B of this

allowed the subsequent re-

ND THE DOMINANT

starts from the Treatise on
points. First, the Treatise

in the same way as in the
. the main features of the

preference, presented in the
in the Treatise. where they
approach. Thirdly, obser-

afte¡ 1929, to a change of view
realvariables. He doubted the

iust to the conditions required
This chanee was introduced in
us causing some problems of
list approach followed there.

the foundations of the analysis
occurred a few years after the

bitious work from the point of
Patinkin, 1976, p. l2). It took
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many years of work, from I
saw a large number of
above, changes in the
author's Preface to the
Klein, 1968, p. 15, Patinkin
257-8 and 1963,p.282).
framework of the analysis,
integration and the internal
Preface to the Treatise,
p. 54 and E. A. G. Robi

The evidence collected he
perfectly in line with the t
and to its relation with the
of output. The acceptance of
has not been sufficientlv st
difficult to find explicit den
works which cast doubts as
marginalist analysis in the
48, n.) .

In what follows a
Treatise will be presented.
real variables are related i
arguments will be provl
equilibrium value of all ,
level; (b) the role of 'margi
in the determination of di
sign of criticism of the ma
generally accepted one, nor
by Keynes; (d) Keynes
distributive variables is
monetary economy all lendi
is, the Treatise maintained a
of money and that of value,
evidence should disprove
use of marginalist analysis,
and the implications of the
marginalist tradition.

The description of the ma
show which of the concepts
Theory were already i
that the main features of

of ValuelDistribution

to 1930, to finish. This lengthy period
, redrafting and also, as mentioned

's view (see editorial Foreword and
a, Keynes, 1971a, pp. xiv-xv and xvii;
L976, pp. 27-32, Lambert, 1969, pp.
changes, which did not affect the basic

to have reduced the degree of
istency of the book (see the Author's

;,l97l a, pp. xvii-xviii; Patinkin ,1976,
, lg$, pp. 52a).
suggests that this basic framework was
itional marginalist approach to money

of value. distribution and the level
marginalist approach in the Treatise

in the literature. Although it is
of this acceptance, it is possible to find
Keynes's use of this approach or of any

r'se (see Patinkin, 1976, pp. 47 and

of the main lines of analysis of the
will try to clarify how monetary and

this book. Evidence to support four
(a) as in the marginalist theory the

ive variables is at full employment
productivity' and'diminishing returns'

ive variables is not denied; (c) no
ist approach, which was then the

ny intention to part with it is manifested
aware that the equilibrium level of all
same as would obtain if in a non-
is in the form of actual materials. That

distinction between the analvsis
istribution and the level of output. This
inkin's claim that Keynes did not make

that he was not aware of the meaning
of 'natural' interest rate in the

lines of analvsis of. the Treatis¿ will also
play a significant role in the General
in the earlier book. It will be argued

analysis of investment of the General
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Theory, its dependence on the i terest rate and on uncertain
future returns, as well as its instabilit
Treatise. This point is still unsettled in

were already present in the
economic literature, where

works supporting and denying this can be found.2 A more
, over the claim that the
preference were already

general agreement can be found,
main features of the analysis of liq
introduced in the Treatise.l

The introduction of these two it will be argued, does not
in itself constitute a break with the
since they can be integrated into it.

inant marginalist tradition,
way the analysis of liquidity

preference is integrated is important for the purpose of
liquidity considerations enterthis investigation. It will be shown

into the determination of the market rate, but are excluded
from the determination of the interest rate. In addition. the
role played by the latter rate as a
and as a potentiality defining the

nce for the monetary policy
possible state of equilibrium

for the 'market' interest rate and for economy will be elucidated.
In examining the role of the 'natu interest rate, some changes in

1929. wil lbe discussed. It wil lKeynes's views, which occurred duri
be suggested that these changes not wholly satisfactorily
adapted within the framework of t Treatise. They might have led
him to reconsider the basic approach was presenting. This, how-

later, in the course of theever, did not happen. Only a few

109

complex development of Keynes's
Theory, this approach started to be

According to Keynes, the tradi
(ibid., p. 132), quantity theory's

towards the General
ioned.

2. Kevnes's main concern in the ?1 on Money was the determi-
nation of the price level. His aim was
level of money prices and

explain both the equilibrium

the way in which the fluctuations the price level actually come to
pass, whether they are due to ions about a steady equili-
brium level or to a transition one position of equilibrium to
another (Keynes, I97la, p. 137: also p. xviii and p. 120).

I or as he said 'old fashioned'
tions were ill adapted (ibid.,

p. 120) for such an object. These tions apply to equilibrium
situations, but not to'booms', 'sl
economy.n

or any other fluctuation of the
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In equilibrium . . . there
quantity of money and the
if the quantity of money
double. But this simple
phenomenon only of equili

The analysis of the Z
powerful instrument of in
theory. It could deal,
the previous theory did not

3. The Treatise considered
duced consumption goods,
each sector the determi
investigated: the market pri
is the one actually prevaili
The latter is the one ruling
their normal or equilibrium

The equilibrium price
production' of the goods.
money units) of (a) salari
normal remuneration of
(d) regular monopoly gains,
profits and losses, i.e. any
actual remuneration of
tion, were excluded from i

4. To investigate the de
brium prices, Keynes

the amount of goods
the normal or eaui
production is given;
goods produced are
market prices. These
Prices are, according

The first two assumpt
of equilibrium prices.
mination of market
market prices are also
goods produced are sold.

A1
A2

A3

Interestl Profit in of ValuelDistribution

a unique relationship between the
levels . . . of such a character that

doubled, the price level would also
direct quantitative relationship is a
um (ibid.. p. r32).

Keynes thought, provided a more
ion than the traditional quantity

to him, with the problems to which

two-sector economy. One sector pro-
other sector investment goods. For

n of two different money prices was
and the equil ibrium price. The former

and subject to continuous fluctuations.
all factors of production are getting
of remuneration.

also named by Keynes the 'cost of
was defined as the sum (measured in
and wages paid to employees; (b) the

preneurs; (c) interest on capital;
and the like (see ibid., p. 111). Windfall

itive or negative difference between the
'eneurs and their normal remunera-

(see ib id. ,  pp.  111-12).

tion of both market prices and equili-
three important assumptions.

in each sector is given;
level of remuneration of all factors of

ys sold on account of rapid changes in
cause windfall profits or losses.

were associated with the determination
ion A3. instead. referred to the deter-

On account of this third assumption,
prices, i.e. the prices at which ¿//
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5. The investigation of the level

normal returns, meaning by
them under no incentive ei
money offers which they
(Keynes,1973c, p. 178)

No equilibrium, according to Ke
from their level associated with

While equilibrium r¿al rates

Rate

' returns those which leave
to increase or to decrease the
to the factors of production.

, can exist if the real wages differ
lemployment.T

are fixed independently of

nt

which output and distributive
variables are taken as given some understanding of how
equilibrium prices are determi and how Keynes linked the
analysis of money to that of value distribution.

In the Treatise and in the t discussions of it, Keynes
often pointed out that a full of what determines the normal
level of distributive variables. or level of output 'would soon
bring one beyond the ambit of a t ise on money' (Keynes, 1973c.
p.233; see also l97la, p. 151 and

This view was in line with the
1973c, pp. 145-6).ó

tional approach to monetary
problems, and Keynes appears be aware of it. ln his reply to
Havek. who reviewed the Treatise Economica, after having admit-
ted that in his book he had not any theory of value and
distribution. Kevnes claimed t 'as Dr Hayek would agree, a

rather a long way fromthorough treatment of it might one
monetary theory' (Keynes, 1 p.2s3).

The evidence from the and from the subsequent discus-
sions of it, suggests that Keynes also sticking to the dominant
marginalist tradition on the of value and distribution he was
holding. According to the margi
are determined on the base of

theory, the real rates of earning
for and supply of factors of

production. The'equilibrium rates of earnings' are determined
simultaneouslv with the level of put of the economy. This is at full

ium the demand for each factor isemployment level, since in
equal to its supply.

Keynes too, defined 'equilibri ' as the position of the economy
where all factors of production fully employed (see Keynes,

the equilibrirum money rates of1971a, p. I32). Besides he consi
earning' to be such as to give all
rium real rates of earning'. Defini

of production their 'equilib-
the latter rate for labour. Kevnes

wrote:

I define 'equilibrium' real w as those which are paid when all
factors of production are and entrepreneurs are securing
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monetary factors, equili money rates of earnings have to be
monetary situation. If the monetarycompatible with the exi

situation requires it,
may be cases

money wages may change. There

where the monetary posi forces the currency authority to upset
the equilibrium between i ment and saving . . . because the
existing level of the lat [money wages] has ceased (perhaps

) to be compatible with the monetarybecause of changes
situation. (Keynes, l97la, ls l )

In these cases. the authority operates in such a way as to
eventually cause changes in wages.n The equilibrium position
is reached when both the
monetary authority, and t
employment level.e

The acceptance of the alist theory of value and distribution
also seems to be confirmed
subsequent discussions of
criticism of this theory,
nor did he express any i ion to part with it. Besides, the role
played by 'marginal ity' (see Keynes. 1973c, p. 310) and
'diminishing returns' (ibid.,
as well as the rates of earni

long period or equilibriu
interest rate, the holding

complicated, as in the
between the monev and

of all factors of productio
p. 178). Moreover, as in the
the existins amount of '
other factorsr2 and it can
tion of material wealth in

level of money wages is accepted by the
real wages are at their equilibrium full

the fact that in the Treatise and in the
Keynes never showed any sign of a
was then the generally accepted one.

233) in determining the real wage rate,
of all other factors of production, was

norm' (Keynes, l97la, p.  137) of rhe
the marginalist theory appears to be a

(see Keynes, l97la, p. 1.32 and 1973c,
Larginalist theory,rl its level depends upon

'compared with the existing amount of
be reduced by 'the increased produc-

shape of capital goods, which alone can,

clearly accepted.
If one looks at the ev on what determines the'equi l ibr ium

position even more difficult dispute.'o 'Equilibrium long period or
equilibrium norm' of the i terest rate, was also named bv Kevnes
' long period natural inte rate'  (Keynes. 1973c. p.25a).  In this

a ratio. So its determination is not
of workers' wages. by the distinction

real rate of earning.

case the rate of earninq

The natural rate of in , too, is associated with full employment
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in the long run, bring down the
L97lb, p. 186; see also p. 185 and 1

Finally, there are the references to
marginalist economists, Wicksell, Bóh
to discussions on the natural rate of
wrote: 'In substance and intention Wi
the theory of this treatise' (Keynes, 197

rate of interest' (Keynes,
p. 334).
works of three outstanding

Bawerk and Havek. related
;t. As for Wicksell, Keynes
ll's theory is closely akin to
, p. 157). The same attitude
rk. Discussing what can be

r13

was used in the reference to Bóhm-

natural rate of interest (see Keynes,
the ideas which Bóhm-Bawerk was
problem' (Keynes, 1973c, p. 253\.

considered a 'satisfactorv' theorv of factors determining the
p.252), Keynes said 'that
at, lie at the heart of the

reply to Hayek's review of the Treati
was pointed out Keynes's

In the same article, Keynes
also claimed that'Dr. Havek's method be suitable for analysing
some of the conditions which determi
of interest' (Keynes, I973c, p. 254\.

this long period natural rate

So, there appears to be little doubt t t in the Treatise Keynes was
moving within the marginalist traditi He separated the analysis of
value and distribution from that of y. What is more important,
in the latter analysis he took the distri tive variables as given at 'the
same level as would obtain if in a economy all lending
was in the form of actual materials' ( ynes, 197Ia, p.176).

Owing to the maintenance of the rginalist theory of value and
y, in the Treatise the factorsdistribution behind his theorv of

determining the real rate of return capital or the general rate of
proñts, are the same determining the interest rate. i.e. rate of
interest when the economy is in ibrium. This point will be
discussed further below. after the analysis of the Treatise
on the fluctuations of price level, whi introduced to the economic
literature of that time, some new
can also be found in the General

and ideas. Some of them
, in spite of the difference

between this book and the Treatise as the working of the economlc
system and as to the attitude the dominant marginalist
tradition. For this reason the analvsis the use of these concepts and
ideas is interesting for the present i rgatron.

6. The Treatise's view of the of the price levels can be

is the mainspring of fluctu-

summarised in three proportions:

(a) the instability of investment
ations:



(b)

(c)
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the occurrence of these
any active operation of
the banking system has
through its ability to a
banking system may be
and may find its power
sltuatlon.

Fluctuations in the
Keynes, to changes in the
than to changes in the
latter is, as Keynes said, of

When there is disequi
much more often due to
to sudden changes in t
circumstances, of a fairly

The demand price of i
rather unstable (see Keynes
ideas also present in the
played by uncertainty, risk
decisions highly unstable (
p. 85).to According to Key

depends on two things -
fixed capital (estimated
allowance as they
t ion, etc.) measured in
this future yield is capit

Fluctuations of this
sources. They can be
invest' (ibid., p. 86), due
returns or in the degree
market.15 Besides, they
market (see Keynes, 1971
lar in the 'state of bearis
what in the General
the public. In the Treatise

of ValuelDistribution

.uations does not necessarily require
banking system;
Flower to control these fluctuations
the interest rate. None the less the

to control fhem instantaneouslv.
ited by the international monetary

levels are mainly due, according to
and price for investment goods, rather

price for consumption goods. The
fairlv stable character.

between saving and investment this is
uations in the rate of investment than
rate of saving, which is, in normal

character. (Keynes, I97Lb, p.85).

ment goods was, however, considered
l97la, p. 250). Here, one can find some

Theorv . He stressed. in fact the role
expectationsrs in making investment

ibid. .  pp. 138, 143. 152, 180 and l97lb,
, the market price of capital goods

estimated net prospective yield from
the opinion of the market after such

to make for the uncertainty of anticipa-
y and on the rate of interest at which

(Keynes, l97la. p. 180).

can fherefore come from two different
about by a change in the 'readiness to

changes either in the prospect of future
uncertainty felt by entrepreneurs in the
n be caused by changes in the money
p. l8l and l97lb, p. 86).and in particu-

' (see Keynes, l97la, pp. 218-24), i.e.
will become the liquidity preference of

, both the instability of demand
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for investment, due to uncertain
ence were present. Yet, this does

, and liquidity prefer-

marginalist theory. To clarify this
imply any departure from the
let's consider the link existing
'natural' and'market' interestinthe Treatis¿ between the

rates.

7. In the Treatise. Kevnes drew a -cut distinction between the
natural interest rate and the interest rate.

Following Wicksell, it will be to call the rate of interest
which would cause the second of our fundamental equation to
be zero. the natural rate of. in , and the rate which actuallv
prevails the market rate of i . Thus, the natural rate is the

ue of investment are exactlvrate at which saving and the
balanced. (Keynes, 1971a, p. I

The market rate of interest is rmined merelv on the base of
demand for and supply of money.

To analyse the determination this rate and to explain how any
change in the money market about, Keynes gave a detailed

et and of the different compo-account of the working of this
nents of demand and supply for
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analysis, however, he did not
amount of monev. He used i , the concept of 'total amount of

id., p. 8), and made the simplify-money in the hand of the public' (
ing assumption that it was eq to the total amount of member
banks' deposits (see ibid., p.27).

ln the Treatise, the supply of is essentially regulated by the

The definition of money in t
banknotes and banks' deposits

monetary authority.ró According
held by banks is kept constant at
more uncertain about future
ity of the securities they hold,
liquidity of their portfolio (see
As a consequence of this,

assuming that the central
the aggregate reserve resou
the control of the central bank
aggregate of its note-issue and

Treatise included state money,
ibid., p. 9). In developing his
the concept of the existing total

Keynes, the cash reserve ratio
given time. When bankers feel
, they simply change the qual-

to improve the degree of
1971b, PP. t+G] and 59{0).

is also the note-issuing authority,
of the member banks will be under
provided the latter can control the

deposits. (Keynes, 1977a, p. 26)
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So, by expanding or cont g the amount of cash available as
reserves of the banking , the monetary authority can control,
according to Keynes, the rey supply.

for money in the Treatis¿ was based onThe analvsis of the
the same motives for holdi monev as in the Generul Theorv.
Indeed it was more than that of the General Theorv.tT lt
started by distinguishing th
come deposits, business de

different categories of deposits: in-
its and saving deposits. Income de-

posits are held by individual rsons 'to cover the interval between
the dates when he receives
he spends it' (ibid., p. 30).

personal income and the dates when
ir amount is a fairly stable fraction of

ncial transactions as new investment

the annual monev income o the community. Business deposits are
held by businessmen, since
outgoings of their business

cannot arrange the receipts and the
ivity so as to be simultaneous (ibid.,

p. 31). Keynes within business deposits two different
parts. The first part, call it b
is held to make payments

iness deposits,4, is by far the largest. It
other factors of production (wages,

rents, etc.) and to those for other stages of the productive
process, e.g. transport and istribution (ibid., p. 4l). The second
portion, call it business its B. is the smallest. It is held to make
payments related to ive transactions in capital goods or
commodities, or to carry out
schemes.

As income deposits, deposits.A represents a fairly stable
fraction of the annual money
41 and 218-19), although

of the community (see ibid., pp.

the latter is not tied down a measure of stability, as the former
dates of payment which generallyis, by the regularity in

characterises the disbu
see also p.221)rB

nt of wages and salaries. (ibid., p.219;

Business deposits B, instead
is very limited since

highly variable. Yet their relevance

as a result of the great
use of cash bv stock

lopment of devices for economising the
clearings and the like . . . the

absolute amount of the
employed cannot ordinari

in the volume of monev so
be very great. (ibid., p.223\

Income deposits and b deposits A correspond to what
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Keynes named the demand for
represent in the Treatise what

for transaction purposes. They
called the 'industrial circula-

involved in these deci-

tion'. Although they are also to make payments, business
part of what Keynes called thedeposits B were considered instead

'financial circulation'. The most
circulation' was, however, saving

ant part of the 'financial
its (see ibid., p. 225). The

analysis of saving deposits was i the new and most important
y market. Saving deposits areelement in his investigation of the

held 'not for the purpose of ma g payments. but as a means of
employing saving, i.e. as an i ' (ibid., p. 3l). This happens
because there are persons who to keep their resources in the
form of liquid claims on money at short notice (ibid., p.
223\, eíther on account of the fact they foresee a change in the
value of other securities or for

Within saving deposits too,
reasons (see ibid., pp. 31-2).

distinguished two parts. The
first part seems to correspond the demand of money for pre-
cautionary motive of the General
saving deposits which

This part includes those

are not held because the holder them takes a view adverse to the
prospects of the money value ities. but for one or other of
the personal reasons en in Chapter 3; there are owners of
wealth, that is to say, who
deposits in preference to sec

anently prefer to hold savings
(ibid., p 223)

The amount of saving deposits
to change slowly.

for this purpose was considered

The second part corresponds
speculative motive of the General

the demand for monev for the
. Saving deposits are held in

this case. because there are anticipating that securities will fall
in cash value. [n the Treatise,
preference' but of the 'state of

ynes did not talk of 'liquidity
rishness' or of 'bullishness'.re A

'bear' position is one which anti ipates a fall in the cash value of
securities, a 'bull' position is anticipating a rise. Opinions as to
future events play an important
demand for saving deposits. The

in explaining the intensity of

sions make them highly u and variable. Moreover. it makes
possible large differences of
p.224).

in the money market (see ibid.,

For the relevance of their and their high variability,
savings deposits were consi by Keynes as the most important
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element in the analvsis of t money market. He often pointed out
that the market rate of i is 'the resultant of the degree of
bullishness of opinion and the behaviour of the banking system'
(ibid.). This claim does not
nents of demand and supply

any neglect of the other compo-

So it is confirmed that
'f mofley presented above.
is little difference between the Tn

and the General Theorv as
interest rate and as to
about.2o None the less. the lopment of this analysis does not
imply in the Treatise any from the marginalist tradition, on

to the determination of the 'market'
changes in the money market come

account of the use in this
interest.

Kevnes's definition of the rate of interest makes it possible
to speak of a long-period a a short-period value for it (see ibid., pp.

determined according to the marginalist143 and 185).21 The former
theory of value and dist ion, as has been shown above. This
implies that the rate upon the real rate of return obtained on
the capital invested, and any monetary consideration. Rather,
the short-period natural ra of interest is, that value of the 'market'

the specific conditions existing in the
, would make decisions of saving and
from the long-period natural rate of

interest rate which, under
markets at a given
investment equal. It diffe
interest by

taking account of the ex psychology of the market, including
errors of forecasting, irrespective of whether or not the then

is expected to be permanent. (Keynes,
la,pp. 185, 189, 19óand l97Lb,p.$9.

prevailing rate of in
1973c,p.254:' see also I

This definition also
interest has to be
ations. It appears to take
'readiness to invest' (Ke

The independence of
first relevant feature of
Another feature which is

of the concept of the 'natural' rate of

that the short-period natural rate of
as independent of monetary consider-

only of psychological changes in the
r97rb, p. 86).

tary factors seems to be, therefore, the
concept of the natural rate of interest.
ignificant for the relation between the

notions of natural and ket interest rates, is the fact that the
natural rate plays the of a guide for the monetary authority.
When the market rate is ual to the natural rate, the economy
reaches its equilibrium ion and prices are stable. 'Every depar-
ture of the market rate the natural rate tends. on the other
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hand, to set up a disturbance of thel price level' (Keynes, 1971a,
p. 139). The primary objective of the rfronetary authority. therefore,
has to be to make the natural rate i l in the market.

From the point of view of the marfagement of the economy the
short-period natural rate appears to lbe more important than the
long-period one. Disturbances in level can only be avoided if
the monetary authority keeps the marf,et rate of interest equal to the
former rate. so that decisions of i t and saving do not
diverge. Yet, the role played by long-period natural rate of
interest in the Treatise must not bel underestimated. Keynes was
referring to this rate when he
interest rate policy eventually to

ssed the possibility of using
equilibrium in the economy.

He thought that in modern societies the accumulation of
capital had not yet gone far enough t{reduce the long-period natural
rate of interest to such a low level as to make it impossible to
implement it in the market. 'We not by any means reached this
point yet. I think that the
increased stock of capital goods.

rity can still benefit from an
is why I continue to emphasise

the rate of interest' (Keynes. 1973c,b. 334).

8. Keynes, then, was generally confident in the abilitv of the
banking system to control the level
However, before the Treatise was

investment and the price level.
he became more prudent

on this issue, recognising that the uations of the short-period
natural interest rate can be so and unpredictable as to make it
impossible to counteract them in r

Granted all reasonable in and foresight on the part of the
non-monetary caus€s of insta-managers of the monetary

bility may sometimes arise so
counteract them in time. In this

rtly that it is impossible to
it may be inevitable that an

interval should elapse before
1971b, p. 314)

ity can be restored. (Keynes,

Discussing this issue, Keynes pointed out other reasons why
the power of the banking can n¡n uP agatnst some

recognised that the desiredlimitations.22 However, although
results cannot always be achieved'instantaneously' (ibid., p. 310)
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and 'without long delays and
stated that the possibility of

' (ibid.. p. 315), he explicitly
is not to be underestimated
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(ibid., p. 310), and that a
can be rather effective in

The change in Keynes's
system to control price
literature. Lambert (19ó3,
stressed its importance in
Moreover, like Harrod (195
during the years 1929-30,
Committee, as a member
confirmed by what Keynes
the discussion of this point.

I have more sympathy
of the doubts and hesi
Governor Strong and ot
United States Congress
pointed to examine the
Federal Reserve Act.
upon the Federal Reserv,
its disposal to 'promote
general'. (Keynes, 1971

This change, as will be
considered as one of t
Theory. Although he did
Treatise, he started to
vergences between the ma
did in the section entitled

The effect of this
internal consistencv of the
this book the long-period
to enter into the cost of
into the determination
assumption allows the mai
of changes in the short-pe
assumption, in its turn,
short-period and the
public, and by industrial
that this opinion is confi
omy. The possibility of
introduced by Keynes in

InterestlProfit in of Valuel Dktribution

action of the monetary authority
with this problem.

as to the power of the banking
tions has been noted in the economic
. 28G2 and 1969, pp. 257-8) has
development of Keynes's thought.

. pp. 41T23), Lambert tried to locate it
n Keynes participated in the Macmillan

a witness. This dating seems to be
in the Treat¿s¿ at the beginning of

than I had a few years ago with some
such as were expressed in 1927 by

witnesses before the Committee of the
Stabil isation. This committee was ap-

of a proposed amendment to the
effect of which would have been to lay
Board the duty of using all the powers at

stable price level for commodities in
p.30s).

suggested in the next chapter, can be
first movements towards the General

not question the basic analysis of the
k of the possibility of long-lasting di-
t and the natural rate of interest. as he

slump of 1930' (ibid., pp. 338+7).
was to reduce the integration and the

of. the Treatrs¿. In the ñrst part of
rate of interest is implicitly assumed
ion of commodities. and therefore

their equilibrium or supply price. This
tenance of a stable price level in the face

value of the natural interest rate. This
ies that any divergence between the
iod natural rate is considered by the

rs in particular, as temporary, and
by the actual behaviour of the econ-
ing divergences between these rates,

he discussion of the slump of 1930 (see
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ibid., pp. 339-40) appears to one of the assumptions,
which is at the base of his analvsis the equilibrium level of prices.23

t2l

ary factors determine the market rest rate, the only position of
equilibrium for this rate and for economy is deñned by the natural

is independent of monetary con-interest rate, whose determinati
siderations. In this way, monetary can only cause rigidities
in the working of the market ism towards equilibrium.

It will be seen in the next

No evidence suggests that
analytical problem.

9. The acceptance of the
therefore, makes it possible to
preference within the marginalist

his movement towards the

the rates of interest and profits
suggested, in spite of his strong
failed to meet this challenge to its

realised the existence of this

of the natural rate of interest.
the analysis of liquidity

. Although purely monet-

, that in the subsequent years, in
Theory, Keynes tried to part with

related. However, it wil l be
in this direction. he

lest extent. None the less. he did

acterised by intensive rethinking
alysis and by significant changes

the marginalist tradition by ing the concept of a natural
interest rate, its role as a gui the monetarv authoritv and the
theory determining it. This atte dlso implied a new view as to how

provide useful elements to and develop a monetary determi-
nation of the average interest

4.3 FROM THE TREATISE THE GENERAL THEORY

1. The period of Keynes's work
to that of. the General Theorv is c

the publication of the Treatise

of the theoretical structure of hi
in his view and attitude towards he traditional marginalist theory.
The major area of reconsidera was the relation between the
theorv of monev and that of . distribution and output, that is,
the relation between monetarv a real variables.

The year 1932can be consi a turning point in the evolution of
before that date. Keynes utilisedKeynes's thought. In his writi

the anafvsis of the Treatise to i igate the economic crisis of the
time. The crisis was then resa by Keynes as a 'slump phenome-
non', i.e. as a phenomenon ing to the cyclical fluctuations of
the economy, rather than as the of long-term influences at
work.2a

Afte¡ 1932, Keynes graduall abandoned the approach of the
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marginalist theory, according which the effects of monetary factors
are confined to disequilibrium , and moved instead to-
wards a theorv which denies existence of an adjustment mechan-

long-period tendency toward fullism in the market producing
employment and where factors affecting the average inter-
est rate and having influences on the level of output,

a cause of rigidity or disequilibrium.cannot consequently be seen

2. Keynes's thought up to 1932 rigidities due to monetary factors are
considered able to be long . Kevnes's view as to the relation
between monetary and real va bles started to undergo some initial
changes before the Treatise
Treatise explicitly concerned

completed. In the section of the
the economic crisis of 1929. as he

, pp.273;374 and 4354). This had
' profits and in investment, and a

did in the subsequent works i 1930 and 1931, Keynes claimed that
the 'primary cause' (Keynes, I
the 'great slump' (ibid., p. 338

b, p. 3al of what he then called

interest had become higher t
above it (see also Keynes, 1

was the fact that the market rate of
the natural rate and was remaining

caused a fall in en
consequent'cumulative ' (Keynes, 7973c, p. 354) driving
output and employment down.

No remarkable change in 's attitude towards the traditional
and output appears to haveapproach to money, distri

occurred.2s He kept the traditi separation between the analysis of
tion and output (ibid., pp. l4l-ómoney and that of value,

and 233) and maintained the
the equilibrium value of dist

inalist theorv's determination of
ive variables. as the debate with

Hayek in 1931, recalled in
2s24).

previous chapter, shows (ibid.. pp.

None the less, in the face of t
ability of the economic system
fected. Some first signs of his

is new event, Keynes's view as to the
adjust itself did not remain unaf-
ires to reach conclusions different

from those of the traditional alysis appear. First. he started to be
more sympathetic than previ to those who stressed the difficultv
the monetary authority faces i controlling the level of investment26

He maintained. however. that the(see Keynes, I97lb. p. 305).
ability to control was still held the currency authority (see ibid.,

not as direct and easy as he hadpp. 310 and 347), though it
thought.

Secondly, he pointed out the ibility of long-lasting divergences
between the market and the ural interest rate, sometimes due to
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'obstinate maintenance of misgu
p- 3a$.

Finally, he explicitly doubted
tional approach, i.e. the existence o
about a recovery in the level of
ery would not have occurred

Rate 123

monetary policies' (ibid.,

of the conclusions of the tradi-
'automatic forces' able to bring

and employment. The recov-
a 'deliberate and vigorous'

action by the monetary authority bring the market interest rate
down (see ibid., p. 344 and 1973c, 395). Keynes's arguments to

spelt out. An attempt at ansupport this claim were not
analytical explanation was made onl
pp. 3434). These arguments were

in the Trestise (Keynes, l97lb,
presented again in his sub-

sequent works, where Keynes
following way:

ly re-stated his doubts in the

The point at which I withdraw upon the above course of
events appears when the recovery
savings. For there is no safeguard

n output leads to an increase of
nst savings increasing faster

than thev can be absorbed by ment, except a monetary policy
delibeiately aimed at making a
lating to investment; and under

of interest sufficiently stimu-
'automatic'system there is no

certainty, or even possibility, of th (Keynes, I973c. p.396, dated
end of 1931 or beginning of 1932

These changes in Keynes's views,
considered as a departure from the

r significant, cannot be
tional approach. His argu-

ments had not yet reached such a of development as to question
this approach or to constitute a new is of the relation between
monetary and real variables. So. that period, Keynes simulta-

and these new views. with theneously held the traditional
result that he reduced the internal of his analvsis. And in
this attempt to integrate 'the old
divergences between the market and

the new', the long-lasting
natural interest rate are still

seen as the result of imper in the working of the price-
employment.adjustment mechanism leading to

3. The concept of monetary theo¡y luction: the emergence of a
ing the same period, thenew theoretical approach in 1932-

discussions he had on the Treatise. a in particular criticisms coming
Keynes towards reconsideringfrom the'Cambridge Circus',

his analytical approach. He soon that the analysis of the
Treatise was ill adapted to changes in output (Keynes,
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1973c, pp. 337-8 and 340). So, during subsequent years, Keynes
worked towards a new t I approach. The outcome of this
work was the formulation the central analytical point of the
General Theory, i.e. the pri of effective demand, according to
which variations in the level output, rather than variations in the
interest rate, equilibrate i t and savings decisions, on ac-
count of the positive between savings and output.

An important step in the lopment of this approach was taken
in1932, when a new concept in Keyne's writings: the concept
of a 'monetary theory of ion'. The emergence of this concepl
shows Keynes's intention to
the traditional separation,
theory of money on the one

void, in his new theoretical approach,
in the Treatise. between the

and the theory of value, distribu-
tion and output on the . Monetary considerations had to be

, to explain long-period equilibriumtaken into account.
values of prices, distribution output. They matter, Keynes said,
to explain both short-peri fluctuations in the level of output and
why

the equilibrium level which output tends to return after
temporary disturbances is not necessarily the optimum [i.e. full
employment]level, but
community which tend

November 1932. The content
intepretations of his work,

on the strength of the forces in the
savings. (Keynes, 1973c, p. 40ó)2'r

which he appears to have lectured in
this paper argues against some major

ing that he wanted to deal with

The concept of a moneta
change in Keynes's view of

theory of production implied a radical

variables. While in the ?l
relation between monetary and real
monetary variables are completely
when dealing with the equilibriumdependent upon real vari

position of the economy, in is new view, the equilibrium levels of
prices, distribution and cannot be determined independently

separation can be drawn between theof monetary considerations.
'real' and the'monetary' of economics. Monetary factors
are not seen anymore as rigr ies, preventing the working of market
mechanism from leading the y to a full employment position.

The meaning of this break ith what Keynes called 'the orthodox
equilibrium theory of ics' (ibid., p. 406; 1932) is clearly
presented in a typed paper

short-period or disequili phenomena.2'
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He began by putting forward t contention that the distinction
between a 'monetary economy'
ponds to 'that between short-

a 'real wage economy' corres-

economics, the fundamental
economics and long-period
of the Real-Wage Economy

being one which is satisfied in t "long period" (Keynes. 1979,
p. 54). To reject this idea he deni the validity of a long-period
theory determining the equilibrium ition of the economy. inde-
pendently of monetary considera

The root of the objection which I to the theory under discus-
iod theory, lies in the factsion, if it is propounded as a

t25

position towards which the
entirely independent of the

ibid., pp. 5,t-5)

Soon after, he added

On my view, there is no un long-period position of equili-
he character of the policy of thebrium, equally valid regardless of

monetary authority, On the ry there are a number of such
positions corresponding to differe
reason to suppose that positions

t policies. Moreover there is no
long-period equilibrium have

an inherent tendency or li to be positions of optimum [i.e.
s5).full employmentl output (ibid., p

Finally, recalling the argumentsof his Trestise on Monev. he
described the possible movements in the economic system,
when decisions of saving and invest come to diverge on account
of a change in the interest rate. ln t
concluded

face of this new view. Kevnes

Now I should agree that a diver between saving and invest-
ment tends to set up forces ultimately tend . . . to bring
them together again to equality. . . But this is quite a different

-period position of equilibriumthing from concluding that the
corresponding to the new si is the same as the orieinal
position, both being positions of
put of the factors of production.

imum [full employment] out-
r the decline in output may be

itself one of the factors which had by reason of its retarding effect

that . . it cannot be held that
economy system is tending . . .
policy of the monetary authority.
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on saving, produced the ne
level of output being below
itself one of the conditions
even on the assumption of a
tion determines which of a
of long-period equilibnum
levels of output will be act
or towards which the econ
pp. 5G7)

This new approach to
abandonment of the idea of a
policy that the monetary aut
maintained that there is a uni
monetarv authoritv is bound
tion of this new view also impl
interest rate. These changes
had not vet elaborated them.

On the one hand. there was
the interest rate. which
from which he lectured in N
long-period theory containing
'The rate of interest as
important to a satisfactory
theory' (ibid. , p . 57) . In this t
the same period, the policy
analvsis of.the demand for
(Keynes, 1973c, p.402, dated

On the other hand, there
of the interest rate, which
one occasion did he point
weakness in Marshall's theory
circularity in his reasoning. Thi
of interest is supposed to be
directly arising out of, the
p. 400; 1932).

This claim was not su
cannot be considered as a
tional marginalist theory.30' 3r

of ValuelDistribution

equilibrium, so that the fact of the
t imum [ful l  employmentlmay be in
maintenance of equi l ibr ium. Thus,
stant stock of money. this assump-

number of conceivable positions
ng to the different possible

occupied by the economic system
system wi l l  tend. (Keynes, 1979,

tary problems directly implies the
ural' interest rate and of a 'neutral'

ity is bound to pursue. 'lt cannot be
policy which, in the long run, the

pursue'( ibid. ,  p.  55).  The introduc-
some changes in the theory of the

re perceived by Keynes although he

he need for an alternative theory of
appeared to perceive. The paper

¡ L932 stressed the necessity of a
monetary determination of this rate.

of liquidity preference . . . is as
iod theory as it is to a short-period
, as he claimed in another paper of
the monetary authority and the

had to be given a central role
of 1931 or beginning of 1932).

the critique of the traditional theory
had not yet attempted. Only on

the existence of some analytical
of the interest rate, in the form of
circularity 'exists as long as the rate

some way the same thing as, or
ivity of assets' (Keynes, I973c,

in those days, by any argument and
attempt to criticise the tradi-
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4. Further development of the new
alternative theory of interest. The
Keynes's work in subsequent yea
chapters of the new book he was
that on the problems of money
along the lines pointed out in the

In 1933, Keynes was particu
ence between the 'orthodox theorv
production'. His main argument
concerned with a 'neutral'
money exists, but does not play a
output and the distribution of
97; 1933). Keynes claimed that
money is neurral  ( ib id. ,  p.79 1
nation had been given, however,
neutral (Keynes, I973c. p. 410; 19

In his attempt to criticise the
theory, Keynes realised that the
of the interest rate.

The divergence between
monetary economics is,
important when we come to the
(ibid., p. 410; 1933).

From then onwards. the im
analysis of the interest rate were
The arguments he then developed
outlined when presenting his 1932
concept of'natural' interest rate; (
tive theory of interest; (c) he tried
of the traditional theory. As a
three elements became the central t
lnterest rate.

5. The rejection of the concept of
reconsidered the concept of'natu
evidence shows his intention to a
return from the United States. he

Keynes on Rate

(1932-34): the need of an
we have of the progress of

is mainly in the form of drafts of
paring. This evidence confirms
interest, Keynes was moving

sectrons.
engaged in clarifying the differ-
and his own 'monetarv theorv of

that the'orthodox theory' was
. i.e. with an economv where
role in determining the level of

(Keynes, 1979. pp.7&80 and
orthodox theory assumed that

). According to him. no expla-
why money has to be considered
).
ion of money in the traditional
of the problem was the analysis

economics and mv desired
most marked and perhaps most

ion of the rate of interest.

of his new approach for the
the centre of his investigation.

along the same lines as those
r above: (a) he rejected the

he tried to propose an alterna-
criticise the internal consistencv

of fact, the analysis of these
of Kevnes's elaboration on

interest rate. First. Keynes
' interest rate and the existins

it.32 In June 1934, after his
that this concept could not

r27
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be used to identifv the onlv
decisions of saving and i

When I wrote my Treatise
those who speak of 'forced
rate of interest. But as we
There is, in my sense of
corresponding to every level
1934).

new theoretical approach led
interest rate, in opposition
accepted in the Treatis¿. In thi
equal to the natural interest
monetary considerations. In
the links between these two
the 'average' or 'durable' i
(Keynes, I973a, p. 203 and
considerations. The central

ue of the interest rate at which
t are equal.

Money.I believed, in common with
ing'that there was a unique 'natural'
find in Book IlI, this is not the case.
term, a 'natural' rate of interest

employment. (ibid., p.4971' summer

ynes to propose an analysis of the
the marginalist one, that he had
book. the average interest rate was

rate, determined independently of
General Theory, Keynes tried to cut

pts. His intention was to determine
rest rate, as Keynes referred to it
, essentially on the base of monetary

Moreover, in the drafts and i
General Theory, he underlined

the final version of Chapter 17 of the
is intention to part with this concept,

which he did not consider usef anymore for his analytical purposes.
Treatise'it was a mistake to speak ofAfter having claimed that in

the natural rate of interest' ( 1973a. p. 2a\ he wrote 'I am
now no longer of the opinion t the concept of a 'natural' rate of
interest, which previously seer
anything very useful or signi

to me a most promising idea, has
t to contribute to our analvsis'

( ib id. ,  p.2a3).

6. The alternative theory of the rate. The development of his

of this new analvsis was the estab-
lishment of the historical character of the determination
of this rate.33 The 'average'or' urable' interest rate depends on what
the'common opinion' in the rket expects it to be.

Any level of interest which i :cepted with sufficient conviction as
durable; subject, of course, in alikely to be durable, wil/

changing society, to fluctuat ns for all kinds of reasons round the
; Keynes's italics)expected norm. (ibid., p.

Two steps can be outlined in 's analvsis of the interest rate.
The first step deals with the of the money market and the
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different components of demand
second step deals with the factors t

and supply of money. The
t affect the'common opinion'as

to its future value. i.e. it deals with formation of the convention.
In the General Theorv. the of the structure of the

money market is rather simplified. supply of money was directly
regulated by the monetary . Liquidity preference belonged
instead to the analysis of the di components of the demand for

variations. In the Treatise the
described in a more elaborate

money and the main causes of t
structure of the monev market
way, by specifying all its instituti elements, through which the

takes form. No fundamentaldemand for and the supply of
difference can be found. however. n these analvses. As in the
Treatise, the analysis of liquidity plays a crucial role in the
determination of the market inte rate and in the explanation of

come about. In the Generalhow changes in the money
Theory liquidity preference plays
It works as the mechanism which
market interest rate to eventuallv
level.3a

After having stated that the mar

verge towards some 'normal'
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the level which makes the av supply of money equal to the
demand for it, Keynes claimed that he demand for money ultimately
depends on what the'common opi ' considers a 'safe' level of the
interest rate (Keynes, 1973a, p. ).35 The demand for money for
speculative purposes, which is the likely cause of changes in the
market interest rate on account of i high variability 'will not have a
deñnite quantitative relation to a
matters is not the absolute level of

ion' was sometimes used to indi

explicitly an additional role.
effective the tendency for the

interest rate is determined at

iven rate of interest of r: what

The term 'representative opin-
both the lack of unanimity and

from what is considered a fairlv
but the degree of its divergence
level of  r ' .  ( ib id. .  p.  201)3ó

When the market rate is below
greater the divergence, the larger

) the safe interest rate, the
l ler) the demand for money.

The role of uncertainty in this is was not neglected. Keynes
noticed the high instability of the for money for speculative
and precautionary purposes. M
enters this analvsis also in the form

r, he noticed that uncertainty
divergences of opinions in the

market as to the 'safe' interest

the fact that under uncertain k . the market tends to follow
the most influential and represen views. From the point of view
of the working of the market, this
the common opinion as to the 'sa

that the more (less) 'certain'
rate. the stronger (weaker) the
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tendency for the market rate to towards this'safe' level (Keynes,
1973a, pp. I72 and 198).37 In y case, it is always through its effect
on the preference of the public liquid assets that the tendency for

The concept of liquidity plays a dual role, therefore, in
the analysis of the interest rate. t participates in the determination of

rate converge ultimatelv towards itsthe market rate and makes
'average' or 'durable' level, the less, it does ¿of determine the
average interest rate, which on the factors affecting rep-
resentative opinion as to its rrhal' or 'safe' level.

the market interest rate to ul
mal' level asserts itself.

This idea seems to be behind
character of the interest rate.

It is evident . . . that the r
phenomenon.. . . I tmay
the rate of interest is a hi

ly converge towards some 'nor-

's two-stage description of the

of interest is a highly psychological
rhore accurate, perhaps, to say that
conventional, rather than a highly

psychological, phenomenon. its actual value is largely governed
by the prevailing view as to
pp.202-3)

at its value is expected to be. (ibid.,

The second step that can outlined in the General Theorv's
analysis of the interest rate rds the factors that can affect 'com-
mon opinion' as to the sale in rate. The fact that in this book,
the interest rate does not depe on a specific factor, or on a set of

as a major source of dissatisfactionfactors clearly identified, was
bv manv commentators.3s Some
1967), however, considered
torical element into the
According to Shackle, it was
the first time in the economic

have broadly been in the
respects. There is a tacit. in
rightness and reassertive
broadlv. to be. The inte

f them (Robinson, 1960 and Shackle,
introduction of a conventional his-
of interest as a great achievement.

's merit to have introduced for

, in at least a few fundamental
ive conventio¿ to believe in the

r of things as they have known them,
ráte is Keynes's first and most im-

in which we live, i.e. people's
a relevant feature of the society
for normality.

Men desire, and therefore
of some 'normality'. They

. the reality and meaningfulness
some authority to what rs. They

assume that things willin degree go on as they are, or as they
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pressive example of this. It is t main source of. actual stabilitv
that shows itself in the bond . (Shackle, 1967, p.220)

ln the General Theory, Keynes that any level of interest
rate can be the 'average'or'durable' . and that this rate does not
depend on one specific or material law. but it can be
affected bv different factors. to the particular features of
the historical situation considered. According to him, the present
monetary policy, by which we rnean all interventions in the

hich modify its institutionalmoney market, including those
structure,{ plays a signiñcant role in ining the oommon opinion.
Yet, it is not the only factor at The interest rate depends 'not
only on the current policy of the Lonetary authority, but also on

future policy' (Keynes, 1973a,market expectations concerning its
p.202).

If the monetary authority were to succeed in its objectives
the monetary policy would be the on factor determining the interest
rate. Yet. this is not the case. To fy this point. Keynes gave some
examples of how existing historical may prevent the
success of this policy. 'For
international gold standard, a rate
elsewhere will be viewed with a iust
p.203). And this may force the ity to modify its policy.

According to Keynes, whenever public feel that the current
monetary policy may not be and requires to be changed in

ine the average interest rate,the future, this policy will not
unless it manages to change pu opinion. 'A monetary policy
which strikes the public opinion as g experimental in character or

objectives' (ibid., p. 203).easily liable to change may fail in
However, although it may be teracted bv the lack of con-

f idence of the public, which may
spread bv the most influential

no other ground than the news

defend their own material interests.
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in a country linked to an
interest lower than prevails

ble lack of confidence' (ibid.,

operating in the market to
monetary policy remains, in

work. It is l ikely that what is
the public. on account of its
r. 'will not be always unduly

resistant to a modest measure of and consistency of
purpose by the monetary authorit

In Kevnes's analvsis. therefore.
( ib id. .  p.2M).
determination of the average

interest rate cannot be linked to which do not vary according

Keynes's view, the major factor
considered a 'safe' interest rate
conventional and uncertain char
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to the different historical si This does not prevent us from
recognising which are the pre ing elements underpinning the inter-
est rate at some low or hish over a certain period of time.
Moreover. since the i of these elements is described bv
means of an anallais which ta account of the whole structure of
the money market during the
points out their effects on the

iod under consideration. and which
for, or on the supply of money,

it is possible to evaluate the
existing tendencies, by means

ibility of intervening against the
policy measures.

7. Keynes's insistence on the character of his theory of
interest. Some further evi from the correspondence with
Robertson over the proofs of General Theory can be presented to
confirm that Keynes's objecti was to establish, in opposition to the
traditional theory, the conventi character of the determination of
the average interest rate.

Two points from this can be considered. First.
Robertson agreed that the t theory of the rate of interest is
compatible with the concept liquidity preference. Keynes himself
had maintained this position in he Treatise. The concept of liquidity
preference applies to the ination of the market interest rate.
while the'average' interest is determined in the traditional way

thrift'. Robertson wrote to Kevnes:by the action of 'productivity

I think it [the traditional t is compatible with the doctrine of
latter is correctlv formulated andliquidity-function, provided

kept in its proper place. I think such fundamental truths are
apt to be obscured by such as'the rate of interest is a
function of the amount
3 February, 1935).

money'. (Keynes, 7973c, p. 499;

In his reply, Keynes rejected
his own theory, which made

bertson's argument by stressing that
interest rate depend upon monetary

factors, rather than ' and thrift', was totallv different
from the traditional one,

On the one hand, you say you are quite satisñed with Mar-
shall's theorv of the rate of i terest; whilst, on the other hand, you

make on the main substance of mine.have no adverse comments
But, whichever is right, can be no possible doubt that they

519,20 February 1935)afe totally different. (ibid.,
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im that the rate of ínterest is
rtson said that changes in the

propensity to save are the major affecting the interest rate'in
the long run and in most commun ' ( ib id. ,  p.  ae9).

If, of two communities similar their general economic condi-
tions. the inhabitants of A are in habit of devoting 7s of their
income to the purchase of ;, and the inhabitants of B t/rc,

in the former. (ibid.. p. 499;the rate of interest will be
3 February, 1935)

Keynes's reply denies that people attitude towards saving is the
major factor affecting the interest r . The level of this rate which
tends to prevail in the two com ities depends, in the long run
according to Keynes, on the of the monetary authority.

In the example you give of two nities . . . vou are certainlv
not entitled, in my view, to say hat the rate of interest will be
lower in the former: unless in you include in their general

. . . that the monetary auth-
under some compulsion to

interest as shall insure this

economic conditions an assu

result. . . . You are in effect that. if a communitv which had
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Secondly, to criticise Keynes's
determined by monetary factors,

orities in the two communities
establish such respective rates

the one-tenth habit changes to
interest will necessarily fall. . . .
governed by other factors. (ibid.

developed by Keynes to support his
critique of the dominant theory of

The attempts to criticise this
tent as he went into the final stages
Theory. In the summer of 1934

criticisms a satisfactory basis, so
position before the ñnal version
lished.

one-frfth habit. the rate of
sav that the rate of interest is

p. 515; 20 February 1935).

This evidence confirms the concl that Keynes had a monetary
rate, alternative to the margi-determination of the average

nalist one.

8. The critique of the marginalist . Another line of argument

necessary to obtain his objective. fortunately, he failed to give his

view was concerned with the
interest rate.

became more and more persis-
the preparation of the General
stated that this critique was

t he had to retreat from his
the General Theory was pub-
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Keynes presented two
two alternative ways along
economists had determined

Broadly speaking we shall
of which the rate of inte
efficiency of capital, whilst
the psychological prosperi

The first way of
Keynes, circular reasoning. '
from the marginal efficiency o
p. a77).

The arguments to support
(see, for instance, Keynes, I
the fact that Marshall himself
nation of distributive
efficiency of the production
reasoning (see Keynes, 1973a

This charge of circularity
(Keynes, 1973c, pp. 543,547
Hawtrey (Keynes, I973c, p.
(Keynes, lWk, pp.50f6; 3
Keynes over the proofs of
Keynes was misinterpreting

The process to which you
process of the theory of
price is the given thing, . .
see that the price itself is
buyers, taken in conj
market. Marshall's warni
simply the familiar
the general theory of value
and the Austrians into fo
tion. (Keynes, 1973c, pp.

On this point, Keynes must
the second way of determinin

InterestlProfit in of ValuelDistribution

rent arguments directed towards the
, according to him, marginalist

interest rate.

that they follow two lines; along one
is made a derivative of the marginal

the other it is made to depend on
to save. (Keynes. I973d, pp. aTfl)

the interest rate implied, according to
attempt to derive the rate of interest

capital involves a logical error' (ibid.,

claims were never clearly spelt out
, p. 115). They were often based on

sometimes stated that the determi-
which is only based on the marginal

rs. mav involve some circular
pp. 140 and 184; 1973d, p. a62').

immediately rejected by Harrod
and 561; August-September 1935).
and 596; end 1935) and Robertson

1935), in their discussions with
General Theory. Thev all said that

I's statements.

ect . . . is simply that the ordinary
. To the individual buyer of tea the

but looking at it from the outside we
nt on the aggregate schedules of

with the quantity available in the
against circularity . seems to me
which is constantly made ¿i propos of
. . : Don't be carried away by Jevons
:ting the influence of cost of produc-

3 February 1935).

felt rather uncomfortable. As for
he interest rate. Keynes said:
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The notion that the interest rate
brings the demand for saving in
forthcoming at that rate of interest

is the balancing factor which
shape of new investment
equality with the supply of

r35

savins which results at that rate interest from the communitv's
no sense, as soon as we
ment and of saving are

of interest. (Keynes, 1973d,

This criticism. too. was conside unconvincing by the commen-
tators of the proofs of the General l. Hawtrey argued that the

' but not logically inconsis-'classical' theory interest was 'i
tent (Keynes, 1973c, p. 590;29 r 1935). Harrod was the
strongest opponent on this point. H shared Hawtrey's view (ibid.,

, and tried to persuade Keynespp. 530-6; 540:546;553-5; mid-1
to retreat from his position, which unconvincing and had already
stimulated unnecessary antagonistic ions from those who had
attended Keynes's conferencesar al at  t rme.

It seems to me that the of saving : investment has
derive from that an argumentdeceived you into thinking you

in favour of a general attack on classical explanation of the rate
of interest which is specious and invalid. In order to sive

psychological propensity to save,
perceive that the amount of net
always equal whatever the rate
p. a7r).

to add that this was the most
, in which you brought out

this argument. Frankly it convi no one. ( ib id. ,  p.  531; I
August i935).

These comments must have unde ed Keynes's confidence that he

, so that he eventually decidedcould convince his opponents of
to follow Harrod's advice in the draft of the General Theory.

None the less. Kevnes's wish to criti ise the traditional theorv of the
rate of interest must not be u mated.a2 He had stated with

great emphasis that the critique of
his objective.

theory was necessary to obtain

Two sets of evidence can be to confirm this point. The first
is Keynes's public broadcast in series 'Poverty in Plenty', re-

printed in The Lístener on 21 Nove r 1934. [n this paper Keynes
distinguished between two positi held at the time. On the one

, whose strength depended 'onhand, there was the 'orthodox

you pause for thought, I should
criticised part of your address in
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its having behind it almost
thinking and doctrine of the

whole body of organised economic
hundred years'(Keynes, 1973c, p.

463). This school believed the economic system is, in the long
run, self-adjusting (ibid., pp.
cess could have been difficult

7), although the adjustment pro-

lThey] believe that the rmic system is, in the long run, a
with creaks and groans and jerks,self-adjusting system,

and interrupted by ti : lags, outside interference and
ties do not. of course. believe that themistakes.. .  .Theseau

system is automatically or iately self-adjusting. But they do
believe that it has an rn
(ibid., pp. a8G7).

t tendency towards self-adjustment.

On the other hand, there as the 'heretic' school, rejecting the
beliefs of the orthodox The heretic school, according to
Keynes, was holding the righ position in the debate (ibid., p. a89).
Yet. thev had not been l, since they had failed to recognise
the strength and the power their opponents, which was based on
the general acceptance of theoretical principles.

They [the heretics] believe common observation is enough to
show that facts do not to the orthodox reasoning. . . .
But, they have made no i
schooll. Indeed, many of

on the citadel [the orthodox
hem themselves accept the orthodox

premises; and it is only their flair is stronger than their
logic that they do not its conclusions. (ibid., p. a89)

Keynes then proceeded by ing that, unlike the 'heretics', he
was well aware of the str ofthe orthodox school, being brought

he knew that it was absolutely neces-up in the'citadel' himself. So
sary to attack it on its own in order to ask the profession

ic problems in a radically newand the public to look at the
wav. First. he claimed:

For me therefore. it is im to rest satisñed until I can put my
finger on the flaw in that of the orthodox reasonins which
lends to the conclusions ich for various reasons seem to me
inacceptable. I believe that am on my way to do so. There is, I am
convinced. a fatal flaw in part of the orthodox reasoning . . .

nd slow.
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the flaw being largely due to the lure of the classical doctrine to
rate of interest. (ibid., p. a89)develop a satisfactory theory of

Subsequently, he concluded:

If the basic system of thought on Mr Henderson, Mr Brand
and Professor Robbins rely is, in
there is no escape from their b

essentials unassailable. then
conclusions, namely, that

whilst there are increasingly ing problems and plenty of
opportunities to make di mistakes, yet nevertheless we
must keep our heads and depend the ultimate soundness of the
traditional teaching - the of the heretics, however plausi-

ask them to look at the
bid., pp. 49t-2).

The second set of evidence Keynes's attitude towards the
theory is the discussion he hadnecessity for a critique of the

with Harrod on the proofs of t General Theory. Also in this
discussion, as Milgate (1977) has
that in order to be understood and

inted out. Kevnes maintained

ble and even advantageous in
superficial and ultimately dange
attacked in the citadel can we re
problem in a radically new way.

the readers. his 'assault on the

short-run, being essentially
. Only if they are successfully

ke his arguments accepted by
school ought to be intensified

he had to weaken the 'orthodox'

rather then abated. ' (Keynes, 197 . p.548; August 1935).
This set of evidence, as well as previous one, therefore, clarifies

that Keynes was looking for to criticise the logical consist-
ency of the traditional theory of
it also shows that he was aware

interest rate. On the other hand.
t the arguments he had already

developed. and that had been p nted previously. were not suf-
ficiently convincing, In 'Poverty in nty ' .  he said that he was'on his

( ibid. ,  p.  a89),  and that he wasway' to crit icising the orthodox sc
hoping for the successful outcome his work (¡bid. .  p.  a9\.  More-
over. he told Harrod that he was in claiming that his criticisms
needed reconsideration (ibid., p. 5 ) and that he would have tried in
a revised version of his proofs to
p. ssl).

them more convincing (ibid.,

9. Keynes's work at the time of bfication of the General Theorv
appears to be incomplete with
'Povertv in Plentv' he had said

to one of his objectives. In

position, by criticising its internal in order to ask the
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profession and the pu to look at economic problems in the
radically new way he was ing. Yet, he had not worked out a
satisfactory critique of

A result of this failure the acceptance in the General Theory of
some elements of the t
analysis of capital and in

ional theory of interest, such as the
,a3 implying a view of the working

of the markets that was trying to reject. The acceptance of
this analysis is a sign of
part with that view and,

's inability in those days actually to

marginalist price-ad
that is to say, lacks an al

A further consequence
ive theory of price formation.

his position, was the
this failure, which seriously undermined
nce of a positive full employment level of
I which generates enough investment tothe interest rate. i.e. a

give full employment L973a, pp.203,235 and 243; Keynes,
1973c, p. 456; mid-1934).

The existence of a full

will be argued in Chapter 5, with the
mechanism, reflecting it. His analysis,

interest rate in the General

I
i
I
l

Theory gave strength to of the views against which Keynes had
directed his work in those
the concept of a 'natural'

First, it re-introduced in the analvsis
rate, determined along the lines of

the traditional theory. contradiction in Keynes's work was
, p. laó) who noted that.  in spi te ofpointed out by Harrod (

Keynes's strong claims
¡ ¡ r  r .  ^

he wanted to reject it.

there is in fact a na of interest implicit in the doctrines of
the General Theory. . .
is the 'right' one from
one would have though

There is a specific rate of interest, which
point of view of full employment, and

would have been appropriate to call that
right rate the 'natu rate. . . The doctrine of the 'right'
rate. . . isent i re ly
p. IaGT)

with traditional theory. (ibid.,

The existence of marginalist elements, moreover, re-
proposes the traditional paration between a 'real' and 'monetary'

theory, and re-proposes the view thatdepartment of econo
monetary policy is a of rigidity in the working of the price-

of disequilibrium. Keynes himself felladjustment mechanism a
into contradiction with hi
admitted on one occasion

own obiectives and conclusions, when he
at 'in the absence of monev . . . the rates

of interest would onlv equilibrium when there is full employ-
ment' (Keynes, 1973a, p 235). And again when he said that the
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orthodox theory has to be interpre as if 'natural forces' or a
'neutral' monetary policy make the I employment interest prevail
in the market (ibid., pp. 235 and ). The admittance of these

dealing with the analysis ofclaims, as will be argued in section
chapter 17 of the General Theory, not have been necessarv if
Keynes had integrated his views on with an analysis of price
formation different from the

Finally, the existence of these
to those who were claiming that
treatment of liquidity problems,

al elements gave arguments

conventional character of the ion of the average interest
rate, in opposition to the marginalist and to his own analysis in
the Treatise. As Harrod claimed, a
an implicit natural interest rate

r having noted the existence of

What Keynes's doctrine, as thus , amounts to is that;
1) the actual rate is determined the demand for and the supply
of liquidity; 2) there is a 'right' rare is governed by the propen-
sity to invest and the propensi
should regulate the supply of I

to save, and 3) the authority
so as to ensure that the

actual rate is equal to the right r . . . All this seems to me to fall
tal theory, although Keynes'naturallv in line with the tradi

whole treatment of liquidity ituted a vast advance upon
traditional theorv. . . . Bvrefusi to concede enough to tradition
and going too far in certain (e.g. (l) above), Keynes has
caused what was new and true important in his own theory to
suffer undue neglect. (Harrod, I , p. la8)

From what has been arsued it appears that Harrod's last
proposition should be reversed: by too much to tradition.
Kevnes has caused what was inr his theory to suffer undue

aimed, the novelty was not theneglect. Contrary to what Harrod
analysis of liquidity preference,
but the monetarv determination

introduced in the Treatise.
the average interest rate, based

on historical and conventional , that Keynes had proposed
and defended with great

10. The development of Keynes's t from the Treatise to the
General Theory provides, the , useful elements to support a

rate, independent of the rate ofdetermination of the average i
profits. This, in spite of the fact t t Keynes was not able to develop
his analyses to their whole extent, as to avoid any confusion on the

r39

's main contribution was the
than the establishment of the
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interpretation of his work.
lected suggests, was to
opposition to the domina
interest rate independently

The central point of his
historical conventional
From his writings the ana
nation of the average in
show the necessitv of a criti
this rate independently of
theory, whose validity
the working of the market
rigidities caused by
employment. When the
fore, the money interest
interest rate is completely
explicitly refused to accept
of the concept of 'monetary
to elaborate a satisfactorv cr
him and led him to accept
investment, implying preci
to part with. In his writin¡
marginalist tradition mani

His writings, moreover,
native theory of interest. In
opposition to the
analysis of the interest
detailed description of the
period under consideration
stand how any change in the
economic event or any poli
General Theon the descri
based upon the analysis
Treatise, however, which
subsequent work, the rele
structure of the market is
description of the
certain period of time,
'normal' level of the i
possible to indicate which
the interest rate at some
time . and to evaluate the

of ValuelDistribution

is intention, as the evidence here col-
a theory of the rate of interest, in

one. which determined the 'natural'
rmonetary considerations.
lalvsis was the establishment of the

of the detemination of this rate.
conditions allowing such a determi-

rate can be derived. First of all. thev
rejection of any theory determining

ry considerations. The marginalist
wanted to deny. proposed a view of

to which. in the absence of
factors. the economv tends to full

is in an equilibrium position, there-
has to be at its 'natural' level, i.e. the

ined by the rate of profits. Keynes
view from the time of his introduction

heory of production'. Yet. his inabil ity
ue of the marginalist theory deceived

of its elements. i.e. the analvsis of
the validity of the view he was trying

therefore, the necessity of rejecting the
itself in a particularly evident way.

the necessity of presenting an alter-
General Theory, Keynes proposed. in

t tradition. a historical conventional
It was based. in the first place, on a

re of the money market. during the
This description allows one to under-

market comes about and how any
intervention can affect this rate. In the
ion of the money market was mainly
inviduals' liquidity preference. In the

not differ on this point from his
of the institutional elements of the

re clearly presented. On the basis of this
of the market, the factors that, over a

the 'representative opinion' as to the
rate, can be pointed out. In this way. it is

the prevailing elements underpinning
or high level over a certain period of
bility of counter-acting them by means



of policy interventions. In any case,
whether they be the international
monetary policy, or the evolution
to give a privileged position to cert
ers, can be seen in terms of its
money.

The similarity between Keynes's
that of Marx, exposed previously
both proposed a method of
and economic elements. underlvi
determination of the interest rate in
monev market. rather than in terms
of return of capital in the

APPENDIX A: THE ROLE OF
KEYNES'S ANALYSIS OF THE

l. This appendix argues that the
been elaborated in the works of those
so-called'neoclassical synthesis', is
used by Keynes. In particular. it a;
stable demand-for-monev function.
tations of the future value of the
basing themselves on a definition of
this author.

The first step of this investigation is
according to Keynes, a situation of unr
Probabilin. Then. the links between t
and in Kevnes's subseouent works
Finally, the works of some major e
are considered, showing the eleme
posed by Keynes.

2. A Treatise on Probability developed
of probability. This school establi
nineteenth centurv with the works of
school of thought known in the li
' frequency school', the'classical
relevant. t5

Movine within the tradition of the
aim was to make the theorv of
of the processes of decision making
study of probability belonged to the
between different sets of propositi
representing the initial information
tions, whose validity cannot be derir
on the base of logical rules. The ini
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influence of these elements.
I situation, or the existing

money market which tends
groups of capitalists or bank-
on demand for and supply of

of the interest rate and
now be closely perceived. They
which puts together historical
the need for a conventional

of factors operating in the
what determines the real rate

process.

CERTAINTY IN
MAND FOR MONEY

of the demand for monev. as it has
ists who have developed the

on elements different from those
that unlike Keynes they derived a

ing Keynes's view that expec-
rate play a significant role, and
rinty narrower than that used by

clarify the conditions characterising,
rtainty," by examining A Treatise on
: ánalysis of uncertainty in this book

demand for monev are outlined.
of the 'neoclassical synthesis'

difference with the analysis pro-

iome concepts of the 'logical school'
itself during the second half of the

le and Bradley. It was not the only
at the time of Keynes's work. The

and the 'subjective school'were also

ical school', Keynes claimed that his
ty more suitable to the understanding

human activity. In his work, the
of the logical relations existing

From a given set of propositions,
f an individual. some other proposi-

bv direct observation. can be inferred
I information set. however. can be
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of conclusions which are acceptablelimited and may not permit the
with certainty. In this case, t conclusions are only probable, and their
degree of probability can be ined.

rbility, it is necessary to have a suitable
n is only vague, i.e. scarce and not well

To determine this degree of

founded, it is not possible to
probabil ity.

In Keynes's analysis,
degree of probability is objecti

Probability is not subject
caprice. A proposition is
once the facts are given whi
or improbable in these has been fixed objectively. and is
independent of our opinion.
because it is concerned wi

theory of probability is logical. therefore,

entertarn In grven
the degree of belief which is rational to
and not merelv with the actual belief of

particular individuals, whi y or may not be rational. (Keynes, 1973b,
p. 4)

initial information set. If in

There is, however, a
initial information set
vidual.

3. The main element of diffe
'frequency school', which de
which an event occurs within
rejects any a priori definition

'certain' information, but we
times conflicting, based on u

anything or to give anything a degree of

given the initial set of information, the
determined.

It is not. that is to say. subject to human
probable because we think it is so. When
determine our knowledse. what is orobable

' element in Keynes's approach, since the
on the subjective experience of each indi-

between Keynes's analysis and that of the
probability as the relative frequency with

given class of events, is that the latter school
probabil ity. The probabil ity of an event can

reach conclusions from arguments, some-
rin pieces of knowledge.

be defined only by observing s actual occurrence. Personal beliefs cannot
ñc determination of probabil ity can be givenplay any role. Besides, a scre

onlv for events which are and repeatable. So, only the probability of a
class or succession of events n be determined, while 'singular '  events, i .e.

as being one of a succession of similar events,those which are not ¡denti
cannot be given any degree
singular events can be given

probabil ity. In Keynes's analysis. instead,
degree of probability

The approach of the school Keynes said. reduces the applica-
bility of the theory of
if we allow it to hold the field

ty, which 'has few practical applications, and
we must admit that the orobabilitv is nor the

guide for life, and that in fc
( ibid.,  p. 104). Indeed.' the

ing it we are not acting according to reason.'
s in which we can determine the logical value

of a conclusion entirely on nds of statistical frequency would seem to be
extremely few in number.' ( id. .  p.  108).

cases, Keynes said, we cannot rely only onSo, in the vast majority

4. Keynes's approach also red from that of the classical school, based on
the principle of indifference, of non-sufficient reason. according to which
two events have equal ility, unless there is evidence suggesting that
one is more probable than . This approach is, according to Keynes,
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misleading since it makes possible to as equiprobable two events for
which hardly any information is avai
experience or detailed information,

'What was required was not a wide
completeness of symmetry in the

little information there might be.' (ibid p.n).
Keynes also pointed out that the
numerically measurable. On this

In his critique of the classical
degree of probability cannot always
point, Keynes was not precise. He that onlv in some cases can there
be numerical measurability. Yet. he
it. No evidence from the Treatise on , suggests that Keynes wanted

which conditions allow

to draw a distinction between 'situati of risk' and 'situations of uncer-
having a numerical measure oftainity' on the basis of the possibility

probability in the two situations.*

5. In Keynes's analysis the degree of rbility is conceived as a degree of
the difference with the subjectiverational belief. This is the main
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face of uncertain events. According to school, the degree of probability
does not depend objectively upon initial information set. Difrerent
individuals endowed with the same i set may give the same event a

the logical school. recognises the
different degree of probability.

None the less. the subjective school,
imoortance of the initial information in the determination of the degrees

Finetti, two leading figures of this
rrmation set changes. the subjective

degree of probability changes too.

6. Another subjective element present
the 'weight of the arguments'. i.e.

Kevnes's analvsis is what he named

" ' -  - 'o-
individual about his init ial inform¿

degree of conlidence felt by an
set and consequently about the

school. which conceives orobabilitv as
no other explanation than the particular

of probability. Both Ramsey and de
school,aT claim that when the initial in

conclusions inferred from it. This was
introduce into the literature on th¡s

Treatise on Probability outlined
individual has an initial set of

of subjective belief, which has
or attitude of indiüduals in the

new element that Keynes tried to
ject. In making his decisions in

derived from the elements of the
A first situation is one in which each
tion. that allows the attribution of a

this case, events are uncertain only in
is not known. The game of roulette is

conditions of uncertainty, Keynes sai
only his degree of rational belief in tt

an individual takes into account not
odcurrence of alternative events. but
the conclusions he has inferred. Thealso the degree of confidence he has i

degree of confidence also depends the initial information set. according
rfnation is limited. the acquisition ofto its vagueness or certainty. When i

new information which is relevant for re problem considered always mod-
f, but also the degree of confidence.ifies, not only the degree of rational

7. The following classification can

probability distribution, which is held the individual with full confidence,
for all possible future events. In
information does not modify either
of confidence held bv individuals.

situation. the acquisition of new
gree of rational belief or the degree

certain and complete knowledge of
define the probability of the events. I

amounts to saying that they have
relevant information necessarv to

the sense that the one which will
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an example of such a si
risk.

A second situation is one in
a limited confidence in the in
is derived. Individuals have
relevant information. The
degree of rational belief given

A third situation is one in
to allow only vague
the basis of which to make

8. In his analysis of economic
did not refer to the first situat
Ioumal of Economics in 1937.
not mean merely to distingu
probable. The game of rou
(Keynes, 1973d, p. l13)

In this article, Keynes
be studied by referring to sit
to deal more specifically with
referred to a situation of
barometer of the degree of
concerning the future' (ibid.

9. In a situation of. partial
the analysis of the demand
elements:o'
(a) the individuals'

events;
(b) the individuals'  degree of
(c) the individuals'  att i tude

The fact that these three e
fact that the acquisition of
some special features to the a
existence of divergence of opi
since each has a different set
has to recognise the high
variations. besides. are
modifies the individuals'
f idence. Market results wil l
strengthening their degree of
of other operators, modif
events and their degree of
for money, the existence
vergence of opinions and the

10. Let us now consider the
two articles which have been
cal synthesis'.

The first is that of
depend not so much on

InterestlProfit in s of Valuel Distribution

defined in what follows as a situation of pure

the set of initial information allows only
from which the probability of the event
a limited or partial knowledge of the

isition of new information modifies both the
the event and the degree of conñdence in it.

the initial information set is so limited as
insufficient to elaborate logical arguments on

expressed in probabil ity terms.

in conditions of uncertaintv, Kevnes
as he clarified in an article inthe Quarterly

By uncertain knowledge. let me explain, I do
what is known for certain from what is only
is not subject, in this sense, to uncertainty'

to claim first that economic processes are to
ions of vague knowledge. Yet. when he came

interest rate and the demand for money. he
knowledge. The rate of interest. he said, is 'a

of our own calculations and conventions
116).

, following the Treatise on Probability,aB
take into account threemoney has to

distr ibutions of the possible alternative future

ñdence in these probabil ity distributions;
rds risk.

ts are defined for each individual and the
r relevant information modifies them, give
lysis.r 'First, the analysis has to recognise the

in the probability evaluations of individuals,
of init ial information. Secondlv, the analvsis
bil i ty of the demand for money.s'  I ts future

able. The acquisit ion of new information
l i ty distr ibutions and their degree of con-
f irm the expectations of some operators,
fidence, and wil l disprove the expectations

their estimates of the probabil ity of future
dence. So, in Keynes's analysis of the demand
uncertainty manifests itself through the di-
nstabil ity of the demand for money.

ysis of the demand for money presented in
ant in the development of the 'neoclassi-

ni (19,14) who made the demand for money
future value of the's exoectations of the
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interest rate, as on the risk linked to
money. This approach was further

rlg a financial asset different from
by Tobin (1958). whose

analysis has been accepted by many
such as Patinkin (1965), and is stitl

of the neoclassical synthesis.
a significant way of dealing

for monev.with uncertainty in the analysis of the
In Modigliani's article people's expr about the future ¡nterest rate

reasons why the demand forplays a rather minor role. The most
money is inversely related to the inte rate, according to Modigliani, are

money makes it possible to avoid
. of transforming other assets into

the following. First, the fact that
the costs, both material and ps
money, when payments come due, , and more importantly. the fact
that unlike other assets the value of does not ffuctuate. Holding other
assets is risky and has to be rem . The higher the remuneration, the
more people will be willing to hold assets. and the lower will be the
demand for money.

In Modigliani's article the concept risk was not clarified. It does not
seem, however, to include any of to which Keynes referred.
What's more, Modigliani used a stable :mand-for-money function fo ana-

economy would reach. after thelyse which position of equilibrium
adjustment of saving decisions to i decisions ratio occurs.s? ln
Keynes's view, however, a stable dema
in a situation of pure risk, Modigliani

-for-money function is possible only
ahalvsis of the demand for money.

therefore, characterises uncertainty in rlarrower way than Keynes, and is
based on factors different from those by the latter.

11. Tobin, too explicit ly parted with s approach to the analysis of the
demand for money, based on people's of the future level of the
interest rates. This element. Tobin reduces the weight that has to be

. according to him. can be derivedgiven to uncertainty. Liquidity prefer
from two sources: a) the inelasticity expectations of the future interest
rates: b) uncertaintv as to the future i rates (see Tobin l95lt. p. 67)

The explanation to which Keynes the greatest emphasis is the notion
investors expect the rate of interestof a 'normal' long-term rate. to

to return. When he refers to uncerta in the market, he appears to mean
disagreement among investors ine the future of the rate rather
than subjective doubt in the mind
correction of Keynes is more ve

an individual investor. Thus Kaldor's
than substantive when he says: 'It

is . . . not so much the uncertainty
inelasticity of interest expectations
liquidity preference function.' (i

Tobin's obiective was to show the
approach to that of Keynes, so di

with the assumption of stickiness in
inverse relationship of the demand
on a different set of assumptions
tors? This question is the subject
70-1)

ncerning future interest rates as the
hich is responsible for Mr Keynes's
p. 70)

of developing an alternative

rate expectations. . Can the
cash to the rate of interest be based
t the behaviour of individual inves-

the next part of the paper. (ibid.. pp.
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Tobin based his analysis on t
attitude of each individual
individual has a subjective pro
call it g, that he would obtain
Each indiüdual, Tobin said.
probability distribution, it will b
is independent of the level of r

The use of subjective
departure from Keynes's
people have expectations
through subjective probability
value of g is a function of the i

The idea that people's e
with the introduction of a
as a fundamental break with
stable demand-for-monev
distributions and their attitude
mation is acquired. Contrary
accepting a definition of u
stability of the demand for
gl iani,  to a situation of pure

12. The analysis of the demand
neoclassical synthesis appears
author, they proposed a
Keynes's view that expectations
relevant role in this analysis,
uncertaintv narrower than that

APPENDIX B: KEYNES

1.1 This appendix discusses
General Theorv has anv link
this point plays a central role
Keynes's thought. Moreover. i
the l i terature and st i l l  appears
cantly affects his analysis of t
inf luence the relat ive

1.2 In the General Theory.

material difference, relev
marginal efficiency of ca¡marglnal emcrency ot caplt
demand curve for caoital cr
who have been quoted

This claim was accepted by
Hicks, Modigliani, Hansen,
him. such as Harrod.'"

of ValuelDistribution

elements. First. he considered as given the
ds r isk. Secondly, he assumed that each
ity distr ibution of the capital gain or loss,

investing in an asset different from money.
completely 'uncertain about 8. . . . This

a$sumed. has an expected value ofzero and
current rate on consols'  ( ibid..  p. 7l)

y distr ibutions does not consti tute in i tself  a
. As Tobin himself noticed. the fact that
: future interest rates can be represented
ributions, by assuming that the expected

rate (see ibid..  p.86)
ions have to be dispensed with, together

-for-monev function. has to be seen
's approach.t¡ The introduction of a

implies that the individuals' probabil ity
r isk do not chanse when new infor-

his intentions. Tobin also ended up by
nty narrower than that of Keynes. The
confines his analysis. l ike that of Modi-

money proposed by the economists of the
ifferent from that of Keynes. Unlike this
demand-for-money function. abandoning
the future value of the interest rates Dlav a

basing themselves on a definition of
bv Kevnes.

ALYSIS OF INVESTMENT

ther Kevnes's analvsis of investment in the
the marginal ist theory. The discussion of

n the interpretation of the development of
is a point which has been highly debated in
n many respects unresolved. lt also signifi-

way in which competitive market forces
of the rates of interest and profi ts.

s claimed that there is n¿r

in this context, between my schedule of
or investment demand schedule and the

by some of the classical writers
. (Keynes, 1973a, p. 178)

ny interpreters of Keynes's works, such as
and even by economists who were close to
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A different opinion, however, is ex
who claim that there is no link between

decreasing marginal returns. Keynes's a
his exposition in the General Theory.

and the beginning of the twentieth,
distribution was considered perfectly

Rate

by J. Robinson and Kahn,"
s's analysis of investment and

s is then introduced. describing
his main interpretations. The

to that of land and labour. The

t47

the concept of marginal productivity of rital. This opinion has been re-
has written that assuming such astated more recently by Minsky (1975),

link is to make a'caricature of Keynes'
p. 94), and by Pasinetti (1974, pp.3G

of investment' (Minsky, 1975,

In this appendix, it witl be argued that
strong links with that of Marshall. The
ment demand schedule is derived from

's analysis of investment has
ng character of the invest-

decreasing marginal returns, whose ge
nes, as by Marshall, to be confirmed by
on a theoretical analvsis.

e application of the principle of
I validity was considered by Key-

experience. rather than based

1.3 The appendix develops as follows. rst, it outlines in a very simplified
way the marginalist analysis of i in those days. Then. it deals with

ilining the role he gave to uncer-Marshall 's treatment of this subject, u
tainty and expectations and the way in ich he referred to the principle of

content of his wntings before the public
be examined. showing his explicit refe
marginal returns. Finally, the content o
on the state of long-term expectations

ión of the General Theorv will also
to the principle of decreasing

chapter XII of the General Theory,
be considered. The appendix is

concluded by a summary of the main and by pointing out some
hints given by Keynes himself as to
ment.

native ways of dealing with invest-

2.1 Investment demand schedules.
rate were first introduced. at the end

asing with respect to the interest
the nineteenth centurv and at the

beginning of the twentieth century.
distribution. In the most prominent ma

with the marginalist theory of
st texts,5ó distribution was dealt

with by starting with a model with onl two factors of production. land and
labour, in order to determine their nal contributions to production
which in equil ibrium was equal to rates of remuneration. Only in a

- was introduced to the model insubsequent stage, a third factor -
order to determine its real rate of

2.2 ln the writings of most e the end of the nineteenth century
role of capital in the analysis of

problems connected with its t were not unknown.st However. the
important works of the Austrian
Bawerk who dealt with caoital in

. - and in particular those of Bóhm-
the 'average period of production'.

and those of Wicksell, who tried the existence of a decreaslns
relation between the ¡nterest rate and demand for capital by means of a

capital was represented in terms ofdisaggregated production function.
dated quantity of labour and lands* persuaded many economists that the
problems were solved or that were nearing a final solution.

So, although he knew of the exi tce of some difficulty linked to the
Distribution of Wealth. claimed thattreatment of capital, J. B. clark, in
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as for the other factors of
fixed force of labourers, and
smaller addition to Your out . This is a universal law. (Clark, 1898, p' 50;

l ife, J. B. Clark continuallY

2.3 IJo to now we have
rather than for investment.
is a f low, having a temPora
considered above, the Passage
cause no problems. TheY
that investment had an an

see also p. 48)
And to justify the validitY of t

Kapital und KaPitalzins. he rr

of fixed capital, and claimed
majority of economists includ
by' (Wicksell,1923, P. 258).

,'supply capital in successive units to a
here you get, as a result, smaller and

law. which applies to all aspects of economic
rred to actual general experience."'

referring to the demand function for capital

) i tal .  i t  is known. is a stock, while investment

dimension. For the marginal ist economists

rom the former function to the latter seems to

ly assumed an annual productive cycle't" so-

I dimension. and assumed the existence of

ised that he had neglected the treatment
'fThisl problem is so complex that the vast
e the ieviewer, have almost entirely passed it

ries, the demand function for capital and
by the same values. However, within

rl temporal dimension for investment, it is
function for investment from that of capital,
circulating.
te the following equation, which allows us to

circulating caPital onlY. So. in
Lectures of Political Econom

901. in the first Swedish edition of volume I of
, Wicksell presented a theory of distribution

where all capital was circulat ." ' Only in 1923. reviewing Akerman's R¿al

even when capital is not
As an example. we can w

derive the former function the latter

¡(r) = { K(,) - K(to) [1 - , " ) l )

where 1(i) is the demand ion for investmentl
K(i) is the demand ion for capital;

their hypothesis of an annt
possible to derive a demand

For Wicksell and his con
for annual investment were

a(i) is the am
i6 is the interest rate

analvses to those closest
economic princiPles, i.e. t
factors by means of de

interpretation, Marshall's
same principles as those
dealing with his analYsis of

(4.1)

3.I While the economists of time mainly concentrated on the most regular
and permanent forces ing the behaviour of the economic system.

' tñe inffuence of those temporary and acciden-
in current prices. One of his main objectives

Marshall tried to consider a
tal factors, causing
was to show that it was to move from the most abstract theoretical

actual economic life, by applying the same
determination of relative prices of goods and
and supply functions. To do that, Marshall

introduced to the economic ure the concepts of 'long-period equili-

brium','short-period equilil
In spite of its comPlexit

ium and 'temporary equilibrium'.

r rate depending on the technique in use;

time zeroo2.

which has given rise to many problems of
/tical construction appears to be based on the
by his contempotary. As will be argued, in
eitment, long-period considerations, that is,
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those related to the most regular and p
in his investigations, particularly when
demand function with respect to the il

3.2 Another specific feature of work was his attempt to consider
(Dectations on economic variablesexplicitly the influence of entrepreneurs'

and their process of formation under u in conditions. The treatment of
this problem appears to confirm the role played in Marshall's analysis
by long period considerations. The
considered by Marshall in connection
treatment of time. It is dealt wirh in vol
(1920), in particular in the first five

Marshall's starting point was that,
effects are regular and persistent, the
regularities, i.e. some values which
around which the current values

several past years' (V, V, 1) and on
immediate future 'is too common to
while he would not allow for those
consider to 'come under the head of

sidered to follow very closely the
In conclusion, we can sum up

forces. appear to be central
the trend of the investment-

rate.

of an uncertain future was
the difficultv caused bv the
Y of. Principles of Economics

to the existence of forces whos€
trends of the markets show some

to prevail and to change slowly,
. This feature, according to Mar-

events whose occurrence in the
regarded as abnormal' (V, V, l),

whose occurrence he would
inary risk' (V, V, 1), such as a

shall, manifests itself when we consider I 'an individual. having knowledge
whether the actual prices are tooof the recent trends of the markets.

low or too high with respect to their I value. For this reason. according
to Marshall, long-period values can be a useful starting point
from which to deal with expectations ul

In chapter IV of volume V of the P¡i ibles. fo¡ instance. Marshall states
uncertain conditions.

that investment decisions are taken by
expectations of the future returns and

ntrepreneurs on the basis of their
expectations are based on the

most persistent forces existing in the
long-period values.

. which are those determinine

Moreover, in volume V, chapter V, ion 1,63 pointing out how a cloth
manufacturer would estimate the future
this entrepreneur cannot foresee the fut

price of wool. he said that as
, he would rely on 'the average of

war. So, it seems that Marshall has ne
future perfectly. The unexpected may

forgot that 'we cannot forsee the
; and the existing tendencies

may be modified' (V, III,6).
According to Marshall, the exi f uncertaintv. is the main source of

mistakes and fluctuations in the ry (see Economics of Industry,1879
in Marshall's treatment of industrialvol. II. ch. 2). This is verv well

fluctuations in the Principles (Yl, II. l0) and in Money, Credit and
Commerce, 1923 (IV, III, 3), where 'expectations are con-

cours€s of the market.
poaition as to the influence of

expectations and uncertainty on variables in this wav. The fact that
the actual trends of the markets, a complex and disorderly. express
some regularities, is relevant to the
Economic agents can learn from th

formation of people's expectations.

undergo slow changes. Useful pi
ir experience which values tend to
of information for the formation of

their expectations can be so acqui entrepreneurs, who have false
expectations, will revise them in the of present experience. Uncertainty
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makes this process of more effective. since it makes entrepreneurs
more inclined to chanse I minds in accordance with actual results. Thus.
normal values. which are I configurations of the average values
which tend to prevail in real world, can be considered as a suide for
expected values; this in the presence of accumulation, because of
the slowness of the accu process over time (see Marshall , Principles
of Economics (1920), Vl,

3.4 The essential simila between the analyses of Marshall and of his
contemporaries manifests also in the treatment of the demand function
for investment. This is with in volume VI. chapter I. section tt of the

t determining a demand function for'capital forPrinciples. Marshall begi
any use', which he also alternatively, 'capital in general', 'free
capital ', ' f foating capital '.
capital' was defined - ex

'circulating capital ' ( ibid., IL IV. 2). 'Free

capital'- as 'the command
icitly recalling J. B. Clark's concept of 'pure
ver goods to a given money value, which can be

applied to any purpose'
something'homogeneous'

II, IV, 2). It was, therefore, defined as
can be spent during productive activity and

can acquire the shape of specific capital good.
The trend of the

derived according to Ma
which,

function for 'free capital' is decreasing, and is
lll on the basis of the 'principle of substitution's

return to increased applications of capital and
tries which plays a prominent part in classical

is closely connected, is indeed part ly based on, that tendency to a
ftom any excessive application of resources or ofdiminishing rate of retur

energies in any given iriection, which is in accordance with general
,4)experience. (ibid., V,

Marshall therefore the existence of decreasing returns in the
application of successive
experience, rather than by

ies of capital by recalling actual general
to analytical elaborations. He explicitly

made an analogy with the
general principle of decre marginal returns 'is . . . linked up with the

returns of land. when he said that the

tendency of a diminishi
labour to land in old
economics' (ibid., V, IV, ) .

After having derived function for'free capital ', Marshall went
on 'to observe the way in
demands for many differe

ich the aggregate demand for it is made up of the
uses' ( ibid..Vl,  I ,  8). He applied. the principle of

decreasing marginal retu first to the industry and then to the firm,
principle can be applied to all cases. He thusconfirming his view that

derived demand functi for capital both for the industry and for each
individual firm within the ( ib id. .  vr .  r .8) .

Finally, he concluded claiming

The demand for the of capital is the aggregate of the demands of all
individuals in all trades; it obeys a law similar to that which holds for
the sale of commoditi . . . when the price rises the amount that can be
sold diminishes and so it with regard to rhe use of capital. (ibid., VI,I,8)
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3.5 For Marshall, therefore, as for his
be interpreted as a demand for capital
demand for free capital (stock). Acco
of this function derives from the pri
which - as common experience
economic analvsis.

4.1 In the General Theory, the dete
investment was exposed very briefly
that an increase in investment in any
the marginal efficiency of that type of
yield of that type of capital would fall
cost of production) would increase.
two elements would have been'the n
in the short run' (Keynes, 1973a, p.

short-period rise in the supply prices
however. are onlv one of the wa
capacity.ú Besides, as time goes by,

, the same function can
or for investment (flow) and as a
to him, the decreasing character
of decreasing marginal returns,

- can be applied to all aspects of

hation of the demand function for
the following l ines. Keynes said

of capital would have diminished
apital. partly because the prospective
nd partly because its supply price (its

said that while the second of these
important in producing equilibrium
), the influence of the first of them

would have taken place over longer . Then he concluded the analvsis
by aggregating the decreasing schedu of marginal efficiency of each type of
capital good, 'so as to provide a
investment to the corresponding

relating the rate of aggregate
inal efficiency of capital in general'

( ibid., p. 136). It is this schedule that
is pushed to the point where there

r ider the assumption that investmenl

whose marginal etñciency exceeds
investment demand function.

no longer any class of capital assets
cürrent rate of interest, becomes the

4.2 This exposition has been in different ways. Some have
claimed the existence of a direct
marginal productivity of capital.

between the marginal efficiency and

Lerner and Ackley,ós for instance,
the demand function for investment

noted that the decreasing trend of
t ial ly depends on the decreasing

trend of prospective returns which. . comes from the decreasing trend
of the marginal productivity of capi . Only when the demand for capital

capacity for them. can there be agoods exceeds the existing producti
f capital goods. Rising supply prices.

of rationing a limited productive

demand eliminating the possible ca
roductive capacity tends to adjust to
of the rising costs of production.

4.3 This marginalist derivation of ynes's analysis of investment has not
pOsitiou of these alternative interpret-always been accepted. To make the e

ations easier. let us introduce the

r :@(E, i )

where / is the amount of invest demanded. E the state of long-term
expectations, i.e. the set of expected
goods to be sold, i the rate of intere

for both capital goods and other

4.4 A first way of interpreting
'popular derivation' of the inve

's analysis is named by Ackleynt the
demand function. Its starting point is

the assumption of a given E, the set expected prices, which does not vary
with i .

This analyt ical construction, i t to be noted first. belongs to those
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named by Patinkin 'individual
the analysis. . .  is  to
indiv idual  . . .  in which
variables are made and the
variables observed' (Patinkin, 1

In this analysis the in
they meet each other in the
considerably the utility of the
normally revised when they are
particularly when these d
has to be noted that the
schedule of investment project
their expected rates of return
competit ion' is abandoned. U
reason why the entrepreneurs
return by repeating the i
applicabi l i ty of an analysrs
i has to be noted. This too
noted that in the General
functions:

I=@(E", i )
M" = L(i)

where Eo is the existing set of
M., is the amount of n
L(i) is the schedule of

Then, he claimed:

The important warning
should not be laid upon t
situations which are far aw
should be careful when ca
curve. For the shifts of anv
shifts of the others. (Pasr

According to Pasinett i ,
nation of the amount of i
prices is Eo and the interest
demand function, and
quently made in the General

Yet such an attempt does
the evolution of the drafts of
presented. While in the ear
explicit ly mentioned, in the
passages relat ing to the t
General Theory the expressi
and 'demand schedule for
ciency of capital '  and 'dema

of ValuelDistribution

nt function'. where 'the purpose of
conceptual experiments with the

changes in one or more independent
of these changes on the dependent

, p. 12).
between entrepreneurs' decisions when
ket, are not considered. This reduces
lysis, since entrepreneurs' decisions are

with those of other entrepreneurs.
are mutual ly incompatible."* Moreover. i t
l i ty of using this construction to derive a

ordered by the entrepreneurs according to
requires that the assumption of 'perfect
r 'perfect competit ion'. i
ould not be able to eet

.  in fact. there is no

nt in a certain project.
to set the same rate of
:ct .ñ '  Final ly.  the l imi ted

on the assumption that E does not vary with
pointed out by Pasinetti (1974). First. he
the demand for investment depends on two

xpected prices;
y in circulation;
public l iquidity preference.

, however be added. . . . Too much weight
[the two functions abovel when consider-ing
fnom the equil ibrium points. Moreover one

out arguments which involve s/ry'ts of any
of these curves are not independent of the

1974. p.38, n.)

,  Keynes's analysis al lows the determi-
ment demanded. when the set of expected

ate io. No attempt to derive an investment
how investment varies with i. is conse-

in this book, as can be argued by examining
XI. where that analvsis of investment is

drafts the relation between / and i is not
al drafts Keynes expl ici t ly introduced some

of this relation. and substituted all over the
'schedule of marginal eff iciency of capital '

t '  for the expressions 'marginal effi-
for investment' .  The analysis of how / changes
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when i varies is therefore clearlv int in the General Theory, dispro-
to a 'schedule of investmentving the claim that Keynes only refe

projects'.

4.5 A second wav. often followed.T" i{terpreting Keynes's analysis of
, the supply prices of capital goods
Inchanged. No link is supposed to

anvestment assumes that when / i
rise while their expected returns remain
exist between the marginal and these expected re-
turns, which only depend on the '

Some interpreters. such as Robinson
G. Witte (1963), afrer having claimed th
Keynes derived his analysis of
some inconsistency. Keynes's analysis.
On the one hand, it assumes constant returns. defined by what
entrepreneurs think at a certain momen
revision of their expectations caused by

I independently of the process of
interactions of their decisions in

the market. On the other hand. risi
assumed. on account of the i

spirits' of the entrepreneurs.
!)ó2). Asimakopulos (1971) and J.
this was precisely the way in which
i have recognised that it presents
!y say. is based on two elements.

sr,lpply prices of capital goods are
of entrepreneurs' decisions in the

market. The demand function for in cannot be considered either an
'individual experiment function'. or a ' arket experiment function'. which
according to Patinkin (1965. p. 12) i derived by conducting conceptual
'market experiments' where the changes in the independent vari-
ables on the equilibrium prices of the et are investigated.

In their attempt to avoid this i , Robinson and Asimakopulos
have proposed making also the expect
tion of entrepreneurs' decisions in the

returns influenced by the interac-
et. So, they have claimed that

when / increases, output increases too. ing entrepreneurs' profits and
their future perspectives. so, an relation between 1 and i has to be
taken into account.t '  This attempt
development of Keynes's posit ion. H

y be interesting as an analyt ical
r. it does not represent what is

contained in the General Theorv. the inconsistency pointed out by
Robinson and Asimakopulos does not to exist since Keynes explicit ly
referred to decreasing expected retur which are the result of the process of

have been taken and the market 'srevision of expectations after
reactions observed.

4.6 The link between mareinal efficie ' and marginal productivity appears
fts of the Generol Theorv and theparticularly evident if the different

discussions over its proofs are e
recalled here.

In the first draft of the chapters on
and recently published in volume XX

lstment. probably wrirten in 1933.
of the Collected Writings of J. M.

Keynes (1979, pp. I I l-20). the l ink marginal efficiency and marginal
productivity is extremely clear. wrote the whole chapter by using the
expression'marginal productivity of '. Thereafter, he crossed out the

'efficiency' for it. The reason forterm 'productivity' and substituted the
this, as Keynes explains in the footnote. is in the difference of

to him. can have for the reader.meaning that the two terms,
'Perhaps we might use the term producriviry of capital [whenf we

Two sets of evidence can be
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mean an increment of product and marginal eficicncy or utility where we
mean an increment of value' 1979, p. 122, n.) In that draft, as
Keynes explicitly noted, the
that of Marshall.

of investment was perfectly in line with

The second set of evidence
Hawtrey a few weeks before

rs to a discussion between Kevnes and
final publication of the General Theorv

Hawtrev criticised Kevnes for ing the principle of diminishing marginal
returns to all cases. without ing that in some cases this principle cannot
be consistently applied. ing to Hawtrey, 'so far as instruments are
concerned. the doctrine of the
whole and not to each separa

gin is appl icable only to instruments as a
type of instrument. Some types of instru-

ments will contain no units' (Keynes, 1973c, p. 518-19). To these
criticisms, Keynes first replied y saylng:

There are a number of where I seem to be more in the classical
tradition than you are. Se
of the practical applicabil

al of your criticisms . . are really criticisms
of the marginal theory of economics. There

are, of course, some quali ions to this theory and some criticisms which
can be validly made. But is not a matter I could very well go into this

the theory of the subject. (Keynes, 1973c,book. I am simply
p. 615)

Finally, he concluded bv ng: 'In this subject I am, I think, meaning
aüd as every other economist means' (ibid.,
loubt. therefore. that during the whole period

exactly the same as Marsh
p. 630). There seems to be
of the elaboration of the Theory. Keynes accepted the marginalist
tradit ion when dealing with stment

4.7 To make this investigat
chapter 12 of the General
where Kevnes considered '

complete. we must examine the content of
on the state of long-term expectat ions.

more detail some of the factors which deter-
an asset' (Keynes, 1973a, p. 147).mine the prospective yield

He started by listing the
between factors affecting
events. Amons the former

rs affecting expectations, and distinguished
condit ions, and those regarding future

included

the existing stock of var types of capital-assets and of capital-assets in
the exist ing consumers' demand for goodsgeneral and the strength

which require for their ient production a relatively larger assistance
from capi ta l .  ( ib id. .  p.  l4

These factors. that is. the a ai lable quanti ty <lf  capital,  consumers' prefer-
ences and the known tech of production. are precisely those deter-
mining marginal productivit

Among the factors whic
expected future variations ir

in the traditional theory.
refer to future events, Keynes included the

endowments of the factors of production. in
consumers' Dreferences a in the technology. In addit ion. he referred to
variations in the future of money and in the future level of effective
demand. He subsequentlyaimed. l ike Marshall. that it is reasonable to



assume that the long-term e
events known by entrepreneurs with
known with uncertainty.

For this reason the facts of the existi
portionately, into the formation of
practice being to take the existing
future. modified onlv to the extent
reasons for expecting a change. (ibid.

So, marginal productivity appears to
neurs exDectations to a considerable ex

Another significant element consi
the forecasts. On this element Kevnes
role played by the modern or
psychology of the business world in
started by saying:

With the separation between
to-day and with the development of
factor of great importance has
investment but sometimes adds
(ibid., pp. 150-l).

The development of the Stock
relevance to the collective psychology
speculative activities. When this
fected by factors different from those
of capital. The importance of these
reduced by Keynes himself who clai

But (these considerations) must be
may be allowed to appropriate
forecasting the psychology of the
activity of forecasting the
it is by no means always the
enterprise (ibid.. p. 158)

Besides discussing the psychology
said that manv decisions are the result
than inact ion'  ( ib id. ,  p.  151).  he

We should not conclude from this
irrational psychology. On the contr
is often steady. and. when it is not
sating effects. (ibid., p. 152)

Final ly, he recal led that the anal
cial markets and of the psychology o
influence of the short-period cha
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by those
by eventsrather than

situation enter. in a sense dispro-
long-term expectations; our usual
uation and to project it into the

we have more or less definite
p. la8).

into the formation of entrepre-

by Keynes was the confidence asto
many pages. dealing with the

of financial markets and bv the
ng investment decisions. He

and management which prevai ls
investment markets. a new

in. which sometimes facilitates
to the instabi l i ty of the system.

, according to Keynes, gives great
the market. which often depends on

. investment decisíons can be af-
ining the marginal productivity

factors was, however. considerably

to their right perspective. If I
term speculation for the activity of

. and the term enterprbe for the
yield of assets over their whole life,

that speculation predominates over

the business world. and after having
a spontaneous urge to action rather

hat everything depends on waves of
y. the state of long term expectations
the other factors exert their compen-

of the modern organisation of ñnan-
the business world are related to 'the
in the state of long-term expectation'
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(ibid., p. 154). So, according Keynes. that state of long-term expectations
although subject to sudden lations, is often steady. As a consequence,
the knowledge of past events - are, for Keynes. strongly influenced by
the factors determinine the ilral productivity of capital - is a useful point
of reference for entrepreneurs Ito their future prospects. This, as has been
argued above, was also I
subject to sudden fluct

's opinion. He too claimed that investment is
. during which it deos not depend on the
. Compared to Marshall. Keynes provided a

t markets and of their f luctuations.
However. there seems to be difference between these two authors as to
what determines the trend of demand function for investment.

5.1 Kevnes. l ike Marshall, ved his decreasing demand function for
ich is based on the 'tendency to a dimishing
application of resources or of energies in

investment from that principle
rate of return from any excel
any given direction, which is r accordance with general experience. (Mar-

(1920). v. vr. 4)shall, Principles of
As did Marshall, Keynes the law of diminishing marginal returns to
all aspects of economics of the l imited val idity of this law
and of the contradictions in the General Theory by its acceptance.
In the General Theom. ; it is possible to find hints for an alternative
analysis of investment. For
the level of effective dema

. in chapter 12. Keynes pointed out that
has a considerable influence on investment

decisions. The latter would depend upon the actual dynamic of the
economic system. i.e. the ahd present level ofeffective demand and the

vé|. rather than upon variations in the interestexpectations about its future
rate and the price system. is idea also seems dominant in chapter 24,
where Keynes argued for a
income classes in order to
accumulation.

istribution of income in favour of lower
effective demand and the rate of

Another element pointed lt by Keynes is the organisation of financial
ir ability to channel funds towards the indus-

208-33), Keynes underlined
the possibility of getting fu
condition for stimulating in'

debate on'finance' (see Keynes, 1973d, pp.
: importance of these institutions, noting that

easily is a necessary, though not sufficient,

marginal productivity of capit
more detailed description of

and credit institutions, and
trial sector.Particularlv in

The development of
different from the mar
consistency and make more
theory of production'.

nts' can lead to an analysis of investment,
one. This may give Keynes's work more

ive his attempt to establish a 'monetary


